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ABSTRACT
DARIAN ELISE DUCKWORTH
APPROACHING THE TOMB: HOW SCRIPTURAL REFLECTION AND HOSPICE
EDUCATION INFLUENCE THE CHURCH’S CONVERSATIONS ABOUT DEATH
AND DYING
Under the Direction of CHANEQUA WALKER-BARNES, Ph.D.

First United Methodist Church of West Point, Mississippi, is a multigenerational
congregation experiencing growth in membership. Much of the church’s energy goes into
activities for those able to come to the church building. The problem that has developed
is that the homebound members and those who are nearing death are at risk of feeling
isolated from the community of faith. The project developed as a way to identify what
might cause church members to shy away from one another’s deathbeds.
The goal of the project was to provide space in the local church for conversations
on dying, death, and resurrection. The project measured the effects of Bible study and
hospice education on the church’s ability to talk about death and dying. The intention was
to help members of the local church articulate and reflect on which components of the
end of life of their loved ones evoked discomfort and unease.
The seven-week project consisted of a group interview in the first session, three
sessions of Bible study on John 11:17-44, two sessions of hospice education, and a group
interview in the final session. The project’s methodology involved qualitative research
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with data collection from group interviews and discussion. Data came from the two group
interviews. The type of analysis used was phenomenological inquiry.
The results of the project suggested that lack of medical information about the end
of life and a lack of theological reflection about death in the local church contribute to
people’s fears of talking about death and dying. There was concern expressed in the
group about the suffering of the human body as death nears. Developing trust and
relationships, especially through storytelling, helped enable conversations in the context
of a small group.
The study began with asking questions of a group but has become the beginning
of a conversation that the local church can continue. Further study would include
expanding the hospice education to others in the congregation, perhaps in conjunction
with a sermon series on life after death. I would also hope that the project could become a
small group study for use in other congregations.

ix

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
In the third season of Call the Midwife, a television series set in 1950s England
and based on a memoir of the same name, a young nurse named Jennifer Lee approached
her supervisor, Sister Julienne, with a request. Jennifer had recently learned about
hospice, “new ways of caring for people who are terminally ill,” and she knew a dying
woman in the community who might benefit from the new ideas. She asked Sister
Julienne if she could spend some of her work hours with this patient. The only problem
was that Jennifer’s full-time work was as a midwife. Sister Julienne reminded her that she
was “trained to bring life into the world, not to help it depart.” Jennifer kindly responded,
“Surely, they’re both equally important.”1
The first time I watched this scene, Jennifer’s description of her medical
profession easily could have described my pastoral profession. In over twelve years of
ministry in the local church, the congregations I have pastored thrived on new birth,
focusing on bringing new members into the church and ministries into the world. No
matter how much the local church grew, a reality loomed that life would also depart. I
have stood at one graveside after another and asked, “In the midst of life we are in
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Heidi Thomas, Jessica Raine, Jenny Agutter, “Season 3, Episode 8,” in Call The
Midwife, directed by Minkie Spiro (Original Release 2014; Burbank, CA: Warner Bros.
Entertainment, 2014), DVD.
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death. From where can we seek help?”2 Congregations like the one I currently pastor
focus so much on life-filled activities that it’s easy for them to overlook opportunities for
ministry with those who are in the midst of death.
Description of the Ministerial Context
On an average Sunday morning at First United Methodist Church of West Point,
Mississippi, an observer can look across the congregation of 200 and describe a vibrant,
multi-generational congregation. Those expectations of growth that I had experienced
find fulfillment in this congregation. Over the past decade, the church’s membership has
increased in two particular demographics: those under the age of 40 and those who have
recently retired to the West Point community. The church has invested heavily in
ministries to these demographics—persons who are active and mobile. From the Child
Development Center to Women’s Bible studies to bridge and bunco groups, the church
teems with lively work for those physically able to come to the church building.
As older members age, become unable to attend those events, and near the end of
life, a void develops between the church and the dying. Other than providing a few meals
and Holy Communion each month, the congregation organizes little contact with the
homebound members. People seem uncomfortable ministering to each other at the end of
life, likely because death and dying are topics not discussed in the energetic environment
of a busy church. There is no pause at the graveside with the questions of death but rather
a rush back to the building. Until 2018, the church had not offered a worship service on
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The United Methodist Book of Worship (Nashville: The United Methodist
Publishing House, 1992), 155.
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Good Friday. Instead, a silent space had developed between the Last Supper of Holy
Thursday and the resurrection of Easter morning.
Statement of the Problem
With an increase in the older adult population of the congregation, and in the
larger community, a void has also developed between the active parishioner and the
dying parishioner. One possible contributing factor is suppressed grief from the losses
that church members have experienced in their lives. The grief stems from “more than an
event at the end of someone’s life” and includes “little deaths” that are social, spiritual,
and emotional.3 Another possible contributing factor is the lack of theological education
and conversation around death and dying in the church. As a result of grief’s unattended
complexities and silence around the subject of death, the church has become largely
absent from the deathbed. Hospice care workers often bear the responsibility of talking
about death without the presence of the church family. Fears associated with the end of
life, especially the discomfort of talking about death, contribute to the problem of the
church’s absence. The larger problem that develops is the potential for hurt and spiritual
abandonment felt by the family of the dying.
Project Goals and Research Questions
The goal of the project was to provide space in the local church for conversations
on dying, death, and resurrection. The intention was to help members of the local church
reflect on and articulate their fears associated with death. A Bible study and informational
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Luke A. Powery, Dem Dry Bones: Preaching, Death, and Hope (Minneapolis:
Fortress Press, 2012), 10.
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sessions from a local hospice agency sought to identify more specifically which
components of loved ones’ deaths evoke fear and unease. By working with the hospice
agency, conversations revealed more about the divide that has developed between clinical
and spiritual approaches to death.
With these goals in mind, there were two central questions to address in the
research project. First, how do Scriptural reflection and hospice education affect the local
church’s willingness to talk about death, dying, and resurrection of loved ones in the
context of a small group? Second, what are some of the specific components of a loved
one’s death and dying process that emerge as the greatest sources of unease and
discomfort in that small group context?
Limitations and Delimitations
Death, dying, and hospice care are sensitive topics that require careful thought
when planning a project around them. In order to do so with integrity, limitations and
delimitations helped to provide participants with ease in what could be uncomfortable
conversations.
Delimitations confined the research project to adults over the age of 18. I did not
address ethical issues surrounding living will and advance directive. I did not address the
details of the funeral home industry, euthanasia, or assisted suicide. However, if those
subjects arose in the project as sources of fear and unease, I noted them in the project’s
results.
Limitations prevented me from controlling how honestly the congregants were
willing to name their feelings toward dying. There was no way to know the varied
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attitudes towards loss and grief that congregants brought to their understandings of
hospice. Some participants may have been hesitant to name their feelings about death and
dying, as well as their theological beliefs about dying, for fear of what other congregants
would think of them. I had to consider the unpredictability of which members of the
church or family of participants would be on hospice care at any given time. In order to
work with this limitation, I relied heavily on Tim Sensing’s guidelines for group
interviews, which called for the facilitator to serve as a non-anxious presence and to
encourage all participants to contribute.4
Another limitation was the small sample size of the project. The findings do not
represent the denomination or the country. I acknowledge that this is a project that did not
have definitive results, but I see it more as a pilot study for local churches to use in their
pastoral care of one another. The project is a starting point for asking and answering
difficult questions about the end of life in the context of the local church and will
hopefully lead to future research and methodologies.
Terms
Important terms to consider in the project were: grief, loss, hospice care, palliative
care, terminal illness, aging, end of life, death, dying, and resurrection. Elisabeth KüblerRoss, M.D., defined grief as a psychological process that a person experiences when
faced with death and dying. The process includes stages of denial, anger, bargaining,
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Tim Sensing, Qualitative Research: A Multi-Methods Approach to Projects for
Doctor of Ministry Theses (Eugene, Oregon: Wipf & Stock, 2011), 120.
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depression, and acceptance.5 Kübler-Ross’s research on grief developed from
conversations with the dying and shed light on the complexity of grief that goes beyond
physical death. In the context of this research project, loss is a term used to describe
people’s experiences with death.
Hospice care is an option for a person who has six months or less to live, and the
focus of hospice care is to provide dying patients with as much comfort as possible.6
Palliative care is a component of hospice care that deals specifically with alleviating
physical pain and suffering through medical means.7 Terminal illness is a medical
diagnosis in which the person has six months or less to live.8 Aging refers to the natural
process of growing older and experiencing the physical, psychological, and spiritual
effects of the physical body’s changes. End of life is a phrase employed in the case of
terminal illness or advanced aging, and specifically for hospice purposes, it refers to the
time frame leading up to a person’s death.
In physical terms, death is a “biological event that is predictably and universally
the end of any organism’s life.”9 Dying is the body’s gradual shutdown as that biological
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Elizabeth Kübler-Ross, M.D., On Death and Dying: What the Dying Have to Teach
Doctors, Nurses, Clergy, and Their Own Families (New York: Scribner, 1969), 18.
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Ann Neumann, The Good Death: An Exploration of Dying in America (Boston:
Beacon Press, 2016), 14.
7

Ira Byock, M.D., Dying Well: Peace and Possibilities At The End of Life (New
York: Riverhead Books, 1997), 59-60.
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Neumann, The Good Death, 137.

Allen Verhey, The Christian Art of Dying (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 2011),
51.
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event nears. In theological terms, death and resurrection in Christianity revolve around
the person of Jesus Christ. Resurrection is often used interchangeably with the phrase,
“life after death,” but N.T. Wright argues against that generalization and defines the term
more specifically as, “something that happened to the body after death.”10 In the context
of this project, the term, “resurrection,” appears primarily in the Bible study in relation to
the raising of Lazarus and draws upon Wright’s definition.
Assumptions
Because I have served as a local church pastor for over twelve years, I have seen
hospice as a positive component at the end of one’s life on many occasions. Out of these
favorable experiences, I brought to the project an assumption, based on personal opinion,
that hospice is beneficial. I have also witnessed family members turn down hospice care
in favor of life-extending measures because they associated hospice with death. Because
of those experiences, I brought an assumption that some people are fearful of hospice
care and what it represents.
I brought the more generic assumption that all people have some fear of death and
dying. On a more specific level, I assumed that there is a need within the congregation to
converse around the topic of death. I assumed that people will see these conversations as
valuable tools for learning about fears and embracing uncertainties. I also assumed from
my own experience of studying the Bible that the Bible study would have an effect on the
way people felt in their approaches to death and dying.
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N.T. Wright, Surprised By Hope: Rethinking Heaven, the Resurrection, and the
Mission of the Church (New York: Harper Collins e-Books), iBooks edition, chap. 3, par.
15-16.
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Significance
The significance for me was that the project would help me grow as a facilitator
of conversations around a difficult topic. I have a passion for hospice ministry and see
this project as a step in tending to that passion in the context of the local church. The
fears associated with death and dying are not unique to the congregation that I currently
serve, so I believe the insights can apply to other churches that I will lead in the future.
My hope is that the project will help the local church re-vision the deathbed as a
sacred place that the body of Christ need not fear. Instead of pushing away the topic of
death, and thus pushing away those members who are near the end of life, the project will
hopefully help the church prepare its members to think about the ends of loved one’s
lives. Those who are aging, homebound, and on hospice care might feel a gospel of
companionship rather than abandonment as the church increases its willingness to be
present at one another’s deathbeds.
I hope the project begins to break the silence about death and dying that has
developed in churches and communities of faith. As end-of-life care has become more
clinically based, open conversation about death has shifted to chaplains associated with
hospitals and hospice organizations. While death and resurrection are both foundational
to Christian theology, churches tend to focus their language more on resurrection. Death
and dying need the same attention in order for churches to fully understand resurrection.
Procedure
The project occurred over a seven-week period in the fall of 2018. The first
session consisted of a group interview to learn more about participants’ experiences with
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grief and loss, theology of death and dying, and perceptions of the local church’s role as
death nears. For the second, third and fourth sessions, I led a Bible study on John 11:1744 that included group discussion. The Bible study focused on the grief that Mary,
Martha, Jesus, and the other friends experienced in the days following Lazarus’ death.
Breaking the passage into three sections, the study looked into how these individuals
dealt with that grief. During the fifth session, a nurse from North Mississippi Medical
Center’s Hospice organization addressed the medical component of dying and how
hospice care meets the patient’s physical needs. During the sixth session, a social worker
from the same hospice group shared about the services that hospice provides to patients
and families for their emotional and spiritual needs. The seventh session served as the
concluding group interview session to discuss how and if the project had affected the
participants.
The project measured how participants’ attitudes toward death and dying were
affected by the study of Scripture and the education from hospice care. I measured the
project through the two group interviews, which were video recorded, transcribed, and
analyzed using NVIVO for Mac software. I compared the ways participants talk about
death and dying before the project began to their responses when the project ended.
Research methods were informed by Tim Sensing’s Qualitative Research: A
Multi-Methods Approach to Projects for Doctor of Ministry Theses and Mary Clark
Moschella’s Ethnography As a Pastoral Practice: An Introduction. Interview questions
came from the fields of both psychology and theology because of the sensitive subject
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matter of death and dying.11 Because the subjects of death and dying could potentially
elicit many emotions, Moschella’s pastoral approach to the interviews and discussions
brought a sensitivity to the research method.
Data from the first and last sessions came from guided group interviews using
prepared questions.12 All sessions were video recorded. The only persons with access to
those recordings were the transcriber and myself. I viewed the videos upon conclusion of
the project to note who answered which questions, what they said, and the “themes,
categories, and patterns” that arose.13 I identified major themes and subcategories for
analysis and qualitatively coded them using the software program, NVIVO for Mac.
Analysis involved reading the transcripts “literally, interpretively, and reflexively.” The
type of analysis used was phenomenological inquiry.14
Participants consisted of those who volunteered for the project following
announcements in the worship service, bulletin, and newsletter that ran for two weeks.
There was a minimum of six and maximum of ten participants requested. The only
criteria were that they be members of First United Methodist Church and at least 18 years
of age. The maximum number of ten volunteered. All ten participated in the initial group
interview and eight in the final interview.
Purpose
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Mary Clark Moschella, Ethnography As A Pastoral Practice: An Introduction
(Cleveland: The Pilgrim Press, 2008), 66.
13

Moschella, Ethnography, 198.

14

Ibid., 180.
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The purpose of this project was to provide a hopefully comfortable space for
conversation around an uncomfortable topic. Questions asked in group interviews sought
to identify which components of death and dying evoked the most fear and anxiety, as
well as what gave people a sense of hope. The theological component of Bible study
ushered in more spiritually based discussion about the role of the faith community in the
face of death and invited reflection on participants’ experiences of grief. The educational
component with hospice care provided participants with more clinical language around
death and dying.
My primary interest in this study was to measure the effectiveness of Scriptural
reflection and end-of-life education on how participants talked about death and dying. I
expected to observe how attitudes and reactions around dying shift in conversation as
people learn more about the end of life from the hospice center’s educational component.
I was curious to learn whether education on the end of life eased, magnified or had no
effect on people’s fears. I also hoped to learn how the study of Scripture and the
provision of information impact, or do not impact, people’s willingness to talk about
death and dying. The death of a parishioner is rightfully referred to as a loss for the
church, but conversation about those losses could lead to spiritual and relational growth
for those who dare to gather and speak as this group did.

CHAPTER 2
BIBLICAL, HISTORICAL, AND THEOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS
Biblical, historical, and theological research reveals that local churches tended to
the needs of the dying and their families. As recent as the early 1900s, North American
religious organizations built and administrated hospitals, established social service
agencies, and participated in developing the hospice movement. The church that existed
without a hospital was not “fully” a church.15 In a model where spiritual and physical
health interact, the church is present at all of life’s stages, including the time of death. As
congregations and hospitals have become less intertwined, a void of silence has
developed in healthcare, especially at the end of life. End of life care has increasingly
become the responsibility of secular entities instead of local communities of faith. In my
experiences of pastoring predominantly white, United Methodist congregations in
Mississippi, the presence of church members at the time of a death and at the funeral is
greater than in the time leading up to death for those who are terminally ill or aging. Lack
of lament, lingering grief, and the shift of community from the church to the clinic have
contributed largely to the silence.
Old Testament: Lament’s Place in the Community of Faith
In the congregation that I serve, and in Protestant churches of similar
demographics, lament is not a regular part of corporate worship. Lament has acquired the
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James K. Struve, M.D., “The Future of the Church as a Primary Health Place,”
Journal of Religious Gerontology, 13 no. 2 (2001): 21-22.
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label of, “depressing,” when people say that they want to feel uplifted in worship. The
lack of lament has contributed to the avoidance of talking about death and dying. Psalms
6 and 42 provide biblical foundations in the Old Testament of how the lack of lament has
contributed to the church’s hesitation to talk about death and dying. Likely written by
different authors at different times, the two psalms share feelings of abandonment and
despair that give way to hope. Though written by individuals who reflect on individual
problems, their psalms of lament are for the community.
Psalms 6 and 42 are laments that remind individuals in times of distress that they
are not alone. The writer of Psalm 42:4 leans heavily on the memory of worship in
community while in despair: “These things I remember as I pour out my soul: / How I
went with the throng / and led them in procession to the house of God.”16 Contributing to
his or her lament is the absence of the community of faith, and loneliness is palpable at
the psalm’s outset. However, “because of the strong memories,” the psalmist invites “the
inmost being to wait.” The Hebrew word for “wait,” is yahal, more accurately translated
as expectation in painful circumstances.17 Memories of the community provide more than
comfort to the lonely psalmist. Those memories give birth to a deep, inner hope. Readers
of Psalm 6 also access hope when they see the writer not as an individual person in
distress but as representative of a larger group. In “Dangling Between Death and Hope,”
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noted.
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Nancy L. DeClaissé-Walford, “Psalm 42: Where Is Your God?” in The New
International Commentary on the Old Testament: The Book of Psalms (Grand Rapids:
William B. Eerdmans, 2014), 402.
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a gender-sensitive reading of Psalm 6 in the context of an HIV/AIDS community in
South Africa, the dying psalmist’s gender and illness do not matter. What matters is that
“human life is threatened. One is injured, so all are and should be equally injured.”18
Laments like Psalms 6 and 42 might begin with an individual’s sense of aloneness, but
they conclude with a communal understanding of suffering.
Scriptural descriptions of suffering often include the presence of tears. Long
before Jesus wept at Lazarus’ tomb, tears engulfed the psalmists’ laments: “I am weary
with my moaning / every night I flood my bed with tears / I drench my couch with my
weeping.”19 While the writer of Psalm 6 sleeps in tears, the writer of Psalm 42 consumes
them: “My tears have been my food / day and night / while people say continually to me /
‘Where is your God?”20 The psalmists’ tears are not only for ailments of body and soul
but also for isolation from the community. The images of water build into an
overwhelming flood that engulfs the lamenting and separates them from everybody else.
Both psalmists draw significant attention to the weakening of other parts of their bodies.
Psalm 6 describes bones, eyes, and the soul (literally, the throat) as, “the intimately
bodily nature of suffering … how anguish can dehumanize a sufferer, so that one’s sense
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Madipoane J. Masenya, and Ndikho Mtshiselwa, “Dangling between Death and
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of self is reduced to the pain in one’s bones, body, and skin.”21 Isolation from the
community has damaged the suffering one’s sense of identity. In Psalm 42, the only
people whom the writer senses nearby are foes who mock “as with a deadly wound.” A
more literal translation reads, “with a crushing of my bones,” the state of the human body
in despair. 22 Lament does not shy away from describing the human body, and sometimes
watching the decline of a person’s body and mind causes great pain to the community.
The psalmists’ descriptions of their bodily pain call communities of faith not to fear the
images of suffering but rather to face them as a place to meet one another in need.
When death nears, lament enables those who are dying, in addition to their loved
ones, to search their souls, leading to possible reconciliation and confession of sin. Bruce
K. Waltke interprets the “bones” of Psalm 6:2 in three ways: “the inner and firmest part
of the body,” the more abstract “psyche,” and a “psychological state of extreme fright at
imminent threat.”23 While the body of one who is dying does suffer, the soul also desires
reassurance. Psalms of lament invite the community to give time and attention to one
another’s deepest emotional states. Similarly, the nepes, or inmost being of the writer in
Psalm 42:5, is the very soul of the person who wishes to be known.24 The “deep calling
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unto deep” of Psalm 42:7 calls to the deep spaces of people’s lives to unearth hurts, to
share openly, and to live honestly in community.
Confessions of sin do not occur directly in either psalm, but the awareness of sin
and the need for mercy are present in psalms of lament. In “Dangling Between Death and
Hope,” Masenya and Mtshiselwa confront the “ancient belief” that sin is the cause of the
psalmist’s illness. They draw a comparison to the ways society has told HIV/AIDS
patients that their illness was a result of their sin.25 As death nears, the dying and their
families seek reassurance that sin did not cause their suffering. Psychological and
emotional onslaught alleviates when the suffering psalmists call upon the Lord, “not
bargaining with God in the crude sense, not appealing to God’s self interest, but rather…
stating a simple reality and placing hope in the divine-human” relationship.26 Lament
provides space for transparent reflection that helps the sufferer experience deliverance
and restores him or her to the community of faith.
Reflection that occurs in lament requires the audacity to ask questions. Psalm 6
asks questions of God, while Psalm 42 asks questions of self. Verbalizing questions
reveals the importance of self-examination when death nears. There are only two
straightforward questions in Psalm 6, and both address the Lord. Verse three simply asks,
“How long?” Verse five asks, “In Sheol who can give you praise?” The first is an
understandable plea for relief. The second invites the Lord into a conversation about what
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happens after a mortal’s death and suggests how great the praise of God would be if he or
she were restored to health. These questions of lament remind churches that God
welcomes questions, even if we do not expect or receive direct answers. Psalm 6 does not
pause for God’s response but continues in the conversation, illustrating the need to
vocalize the heart’s questions.
The writer of Psalm 42 questions self, questions God, and reflects on the
questions of the adversaries. The questions paint a portrait of the mental and emotional
state of one who is dying and the family of the dying who suffers in their grief. Especially
notable is the repetition of, “Why are you cast down, O my soul? / And why are you
disquieted within me?” in verses five and eleven. The writer answers the question both
times with hope and expectation that rests in God. In the midst of reassuring self, the
psalmist asks God why God seems far away and presents to God what he or she has heard
from the enemies. There is not a verbal answer to the questions asked of God in Psalms 6
and 42. The response is to trust God and to choose hope. Daring to ask questions is part
of lament that the local church could reclaim in the presence of death and dying.
New Testament: Jesus’ Participation In Grief
Local congregations do not always receive encouragement to ask the questions of
lament. In his book, The Christian Art of Dying: Learning from Jesus, Allen Verhey
shares the story of psychiatrist Robert Coles’ friend who was dying. He wanted to talk
with the chaplain about “God and the ways of God, about Jesus and his life and death,
about his own dying and destiny,” but the chaplain continually changed the subject.27
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Avoidance of questions can lead to avoidance of self-reflection and prayer. Stifled
emotions, unresolved grief, and unnecessary fear in the face of death and dying are also
results of avoidance. Grief from previous losses prevents members of faith communities
from talking openly about death and dying.
John 11:17-44 provides a foundation in the New Testament for the community of
faith to challenge the silence around death by addressing grief. Beginning with Jesus’
conversation with Martha and concluding with the raising of Lazarus, Jesus’ journey to
Lazarus’ tomb in John 11:17-44 is a journey through grief where Jesus participates as a
friend. John’s gospel frequently refers to the “beloved disciple,” and beloved-ness is
present in Jesus’ friendships with Mary, Martha, and Lazarus. The author of John’s
gospel carefully and sparingly uses the term, “friend,” because “the concept of friendship
was important in ancient Mediterranean cultures …. a friend is a potential outsider who is
drawn into an insider relationship.”28 The sisters and their brother are three of very few
people named in John’s gospel, emphasizing the personal, close relationship they have
formed with Jesus and his disciples.
When Jesus arrives, four days after Lazarus’ death, he has missed the burial
rituals that are sacred to the Jewish community. These burial practices and mourning
rituals affect everyone in the community, both friends and family. He has missed shivah,
the first three days of mourning that include preparation of the body, the walk to the
tomb, immediate burial of the body, and visiting of the tomb to ensure death occurred.
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Though the journey from deathbed to tomb took only a few hours, “the mourning rituals
took many months to complete.”29 Jesus arrives in the second season of mourning, when
the family normally stays home, and friends continually visit and tend to the grieving.
Martha and Mary try to keep their conversation about Jesus’ arrival quiet, but when Mary
leaves to meet him on the road, “The Jews who were with her in the house … followed
her because they thought she was going to the tomb to weep there.”30 Grief is a
communal practice where the body of the deceased receives the utmost respect and
friends are readily available for the family’s needs.31
Mary, Martha, and the friends who accompany them in John’s gospel provide
examples of how to deal with grief through questions, conversation, and presence. Like
the psalmists who dared to ask questions of God and self, Martha’s conversations with
Jesus suggests that she has had questions, too. She “accepts Jesus as a miracle worker and
healer” and “calls him to help their brother.”32 Martha comes to Jesus with struggles
about why he didn’t act in the way she expected as a healer, a question likely asked by
the grieving. Through conversation with him, she begins to see beyond momentary grief
to a larger lesson that Jesus teaches about resurrection and life. Her words that contain
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both “complaint and confidence” are understandable expressions of grief.33 Though she
never voices a question, Jesus does. He asks if she believes what he has told her about
himself being the resurrection and the life.34 She does not fully understand, but she
answers in the affirmative.
Jesus asks Mary another question when she meets him on the road. While he
shares in Martha’s grief through conversation and a question, his words with Mary are far
fewer. Following a description of Jesus as “greatly disturbed in spirit and deeply moved,”
he asks her where Lazarus is.35 Jesus’ physical body becomes overwhelmed with a flood
of emotions seen in psalms of lament. The Greek words used to describe his reaction to
Mary “usually communicate agitation, indignation, and even anger… Jesus responds to
the power of death he sees around him.”36 Jesus expresses his deepest emotions and is
present with them in their grief. As he walks with Mary, Martha and their friends through
grief, they process their emotions in the community.
Jesus is a participant in the grieving process for Lazarus, but his participation also
moves everyone towards hope with Lazarus’ resurrection. Although Martha has
confessed her trust in Jesus, her struggles return at the tomb when he asks for the removal
of the stone. Her words of protest because of the body’s stench “are not so much
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evidence that her confession was false as they are evidence that death has power over
human life.”37 Martha’s belief is still in a resurrection of the future, “some distant event.”
Jesus speaks of himself in verses 25 and 26 as defeating the power of death in the future
as well as the present.38 In this second conversation with Martha, he invites her to take
another step through her grief into trusting something she does not yet see or understand.
Jesus is familiar with the suffering of his friend’s death as well as his own pending death.
R. Alan Culpepper describes Jesus’ extreme emotional reactions as “peculiar” and
attributes them to “arising from foreknowledge of his own death.”39
After his conversation with Martha, Jesus turns from conversing with the
community to talking with God. His prayer at Lazarus’ tomb points the crowd toward
hope and resurrection. Jesus’ concern is for the community that will live on beyond his
death, resurrection, and ascension. In his prayer, he draws upon “such communion with
God that individual petitions are unnecessary.”40 Though the writer of John’s gospel only
describes Martha, Lazarus, Mary, and the Beloved Disciple as “loved” and “friend” of
Jesus, the circle of friendship expands with Jesus’ prayer at the tomb. The resurrection of
Lazarus “depicts the giving of life to a beloved one who has died.”41 Communication has
become communion as he calls Lazarus forth. The admonition to the friends “to unbind
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him and let him go” removes Jesus from the story and trusts the community to receive the
hope Jesus offers.42
History: Death’s Movement From Church To Clinic
The community gathered around Lazarus’ tomb becomes a witness to
resurrection. In the Church, communities of friends and family have gathered at funerals
and gravesides for centuries to witness to Christ’s resurrection. In doing so, they have
testified to hope beyond the grave. Similar to other religious and cultures, the story of
Lazarus would find family and the community of faith have the primary responsibility to
tend to the body. Jewish families of the deceased would prepare bodies for immediate
burial and process with their communities of faith directly to the burial ground.43 While
the early Christian church moved away from immediate burial, the preparation of the
body and procession to the tomb remained similar to the Jewish heritage. Constantine’s
leadership ushered in the movement of the body to the church building for a vigil before
proceeding to burial.44 As a result, “the character of mourning” at Christian funerals
changed with the “subduing of loud and excessive displays of grief” giving way to the
reverence of the worship service.45 The shift in practices following death sheds light on
shifts that occur in practices preceding death, too.
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Prior to the Reformation, and dating back to the time of Constantine, churches
and monastic orders bore responsibility of caring for the dying. The presence of local
church members was normal and expected as people died. Verhey describes this portrait
from history as a “tame death,” where “the companions were families and friends and
priests, not medical experts.”46 Surgeon Atul Gawande recalls the care of the dying in this
period of history as “a shared, multigenerational experience.”47 The community rallied
around the well-being of the dying person. They mourned and grieved together as death
neared, seeing death not as an experience to shun but one that could transform those who
are living. What changed such an approach to death was that “control shifted to science”
and the role of medicine.48 The dying and their families began to place hope in the
possibilities of medicine more than in the promises of eternal resurrection emphasized by
the community of faith at death.
In the Age of Enlightenment, Francis Bacon saw medicine’s duty as taking all
measures to preserve life and to cure illnesses. Bacon viewed science, particularly
medicine, as a means to overcome death brought about by the fall of humankind. His
teaching gave birth in future decades to “the medicalization of death,” which sought “to
eliminate human mortality and vulnerability to suffering by means of technology.”49
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While increased medical knowledge did lead to cures, with time more people died in
hospitals rather than at home. Gawande sees the same trend in contemporary societies,
where dying in the hospital in search of a cure leads to “old age and infirmity” and a
“private state—something experienced largely alone or with the aid of doctors or
institutions.”50 The community at the deathbed became more scientific and less sacred as
isolation increased in the interest of physical well-being. In medicalized death, “medical
professionals” are primary decision makers of “how we live in our waning days.”51
After the time of Bacon, a dominating question slowly arises: what is best for the
patient? One attempt to answer that question led to an influential movement in 20th
century North America. The development of hospice care by Cicely Saunders was the
beginning of a reunion for the Church and the dying. Saunders was a physician who
disliked how medicine had become narrow-minded in its goal to find cures for ailments.
She established hospice in partnership with two Christian parishes to tend to the
“psychological, social, and spiritual needs of dying patients” and to alleviate pain through
medical means.52 Hospice focused on the well-being not only of the ailing person but also
of their families. Saunders envisioned caregiving as a joint effort of professionals
including, but not limited to, medical staff. Dying’s movement from church to clinic
seemed to move slightly closer to the church again.
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In recent years, hospice care has focused on allowing the sick and ailing to die in
their homes. While the home is not the primary place of death as it once was historically,
the shift back to the home signals an attempt to make the patient and the family as
comfortable as possible in uncomfortable times. Hospice services provide a community
of help so that the family does not feel isolated. What has changed in the makeup of that
community is that hospice and the community of faith are not as tightly woven as they
were when Saunders founded the first hospice, St. Christopher’s. Hospice organizations
are separate from the local church, but “the Christian community does have a stake in the
care of the dying.”53 The return of hospice to the home could signal the restoration of a
faith community at the deathbed.
Even though the rise in hospice care has asked valuable questions about dying
well and provides alternatives to hospitals at the end of life, the role of the clinic as a
place to stave off death is still central in the language of death and dying. The
preservation of life at all costs through medical means still dominates conversation in
North America around death and dying. Gawande acknowledges what medicine can and
cannot offer: “Most of us in medicine… are good at addressing specific, individual
problems like colon cancer, high blood pressure, arthritic knees. But give us an elderly
woman with high blood pressure, arthritic knees, and various other ailments—an elderly
woman at risk of losing the life she enjoys—and we hardly know what to do and often
only make matters worse.”54 Though these are the reflections of only one medical
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professional, Gawande acknowledges that technological advances in medicine are not
always what is best for a patient. From his perspective, medicine has a specific purpose
of looking at specific, physical problems. Here is where the need for a community arises.
He goes on to say that “over and over we in medicine inflict deep gouges at the end of
people’s lives and then stand oblivious to the harm done.”55 He does not refute
medicine’s benefits. He simply notices that the medical community as the sole
community for a patient is limited. There is a need for people around the patient who see
beyond the physical problems presented and who will care for the whole person.
Developments in pastoral care theology help to clarify this need for holistic care.
The ministry of presence compels clergy and laity alike to simply be with another, even if
death is also present in the room. Janet L. Ramsey, professor emeritus of congregational
care at Luther Seminary, recalls such an instance of being present with someone who was
dying. Though fear was high, she writes, “We can do something … about the fear of
death. Preparing ourselves to be effective caregivers, we can have the great privilege of
helping bring Christ into the rooms of the dying.”56 Combining story with theological
reflection, Ramsey invites faith communities to focus not on what words to say but on
being present with each other.
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Theology: Changing Attitudes Toward Death And Dying
When churches participated more directly in healthcare, they contributed to “the
healing of the whole person,” and influenced how ailing persons related to illness and
suffering.57 The relationships people form with their bodies, with the biblical view of
death, and with their definitions of a “good death” influence their attitudes.
To understand changes in attitudes toward death and dying begins with examining
attitudes towards the human body. The lamenting psalmists noted changes in their
physical bodies. The sisters of Lazarus followed detailed rules of how to care for his body
at the time of death. Concern for what happens to the body in dying and after death
permeates history. Long grieves the dualism that declares the soul as good and the body
as bad, in his interpretation of 1 Corinthians 15:52: “This is not about deathless souls
shedding bodies; this is about embodied mortals being given new and glorified bodies by
the grace and power of God.”58 Embodiment is central to the Christian faith not only in
the Incarnation of Jesus Christ but also in the Eucharist, where the bread is lifted to
signify his physical body that will suffer and die. Long notes the trend away from
funerals, where a body is present, and towards memorial services in North America as “a
retreat from embodiment that cuts against the grain of Christian community.”59 Reducing
the value of the physical body of one who is dying can affect the way the body of Christ
views itself.
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Sixteenth-century priest Jeremy Taylor’s greater concern was for the condition of
the soul. In the medieval period, Taylor wrote about the approaching of death as
opportunity for spiritual betterment through disciplines in The Rule and Exercises of Holy
Dying. His most extensive description of the body is at the end of the exercises, in an
admonition “to keep the body veiled and secret.”60 The distinct separation of body and
soul reveal a theological leaning focused on the future spiritual world taking precedence
over the present physical world.61
In the rise of “medicalized death,” Verhey describes the attitude towards the
human body as one of objectivity. The body becomes something “to be measured,
managed, and corrected,” a problem that requires a solution.62 This scientific approach to
the body is not all negative, though. Technology can provide something that leads to
healing and restoration of the physical body.
To understand changing attitudes about death and dying in the Church requires a
closer examination of attitudes toward the body, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ.
The biblical view of death, especially in Christ’s journey towards the cross, is that death
is an enemy that God must defeat. Verhey grounds the assertion of Christ’s victory over
death’s power in the significance of the Eucharist as a present and future reality. When a
community shares in the Eucharist, they participate in “the sacrament of death swallowed
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up in Christ’s victory… but the Eucharist will not let us forget or ignore his real death or
the not-yet character of our world and lives.”63 While celebrating the resurrection, Verhey
cautions not to forget the death that was necessary for victory. To share in Christ’s death
is to share in one another’s death with the spirit of hope offered in the Eucharist.
When Jesus identifies himself as “the resurrection and the life” in John 11, Martha
hears only the idea of a future resurrection, but he speaks of resurrection as present
reality, too. Culpepper interprets the resurrection of Lazarus as the event that energizes
the plot to kill Jesus. He asserts that Jesus knew this would happen, and he “actually lays
down his life for a friend by returning to bring life to Lazarus… what Jesus does for
Lazarus is meant to reflect the giving of resurrection life to every believer.”64 Jesus’
journey toward the cross gains momentum in the raising of Lazarus because resurrection
once confined to the future has become a present reality. Lazarus’ raising is not
individual but representative of victory available to all.
Both Verhey and Long acknowledge the benefits of psychological care at the time
of a person’s death. However, both of them also express concern when psychological
care replaces theological reflection. They critique Elizabeth Kübler-Ross’s five stages of
grief and the generic, spiritual leanings of the hospice movement as “spirituality reduced
to some lowest common denominator, to something like the ‘Ultimate Mystery.’”65
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Losing the language of Incarnation, Eucharist, and the death of Christ leaves a void at the
deathbed for those who are a part of the body of Christ even as their physical bodies fail.
Elizabeth Kübler-Ross’s work, On Death and Dying, led to conversation about
grief, death, and dying, that the clinical setting had largely lacked in her context. Similar
to Verhey, Kubler-Ross lamented the displacement of holistic care by medicine’s
machinery. In a series of rhetorical questions, she asks, “Is our concentration on
equipment our desperate attempt to deny the impending death which is so frightening ...
that we displace all our knowledge onto machines, since they are less close to us than the
suffering face of another human being?”66 Kübler-Ross’s work inquired into the layers of
emotional angst below the surface of physical angst, a reminder of the human body as
more than simply science, especially at death.
Especially after the founding of the hospice movement, the phrase, “dying well,”
came to the forefront, but it was not a new idea. The concept of “good death” traces back
to the Middle Ages with the publications of Ars Moriendi (The Art of Dying) and Jeremy
Taylor’s The Rule and Exercises of Holy Dying. Death is not an entity to fear or vanquish
but rather serves as an opportunity to overcome those fears and enter into peace. The
“good death” invites a person to view death not as foe, not as friend, but as something in
between. One of the book’s purposes is to move the reader away from the fear of death:
“It is not a sin to be afraid, but it is a great felicity to be without fear: which felicity our
dearest Savior refused to have, because it was agreeable to his purposes to suffer
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anything that was contrary to felicity.”67 As Jesus suffered from fear in the Garden of
Gethsemane, so the approach of death causes all people to suffer from fear. However, a
“good death” is possible if in life people will engage in practices and disciplines that
reduce the fear.
While Kübler-Ross’s work differs vastly from Taylor’s, both authors analyze the
fear of death. People’s untended emotional problems worry both of them. Kübler-Ross
suggests that people’s problems rooted in fear of death find some solace through
interviews and conversations.68 Taylor addresses them with conversations, too, but they
take place between the Lord and the individual. He calls for the one who wants
deliverance from fear to reject all worldliness and seek spiritual renewal.69 Conversation
about death and dying is central to their ideas of a “good death.”
More recent pastoral care literature on hospice agrees that a “good death”
involves intentional conversation about dying, but the focus should be on the dying
person’s sense of self. Martha Ann Rutland-Wallis, who established a hospice-based
Clinical Pastoral Education program and worked as a hospice chaplain, views the dying
individual as experiencing reorganization. Drawing from Robert Kegan’s The Evolving
Self, she focuses on “three functions that facilitate movement through various stages of
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self-organization: confirmation, contradiction, and continuity.”70 Especially relevant to
the concept of a “good death,” and the ministry of presence that accompanies it, is that of
continuity. In writing about the importance of the same community of caretakers
faithfully and consistently talking with the dying person, she says, “Continuity is
essential to the foundation of trust that enables a relationship to grow and develop so that
persons can move toward greater self-understanding.”71
Another hospice chaplain, Heather Wise, reflects in the case study of a hospice
patient known as R. that conversations around “dying well” and “good death” need space
for hostility and anger. Echoing the psalms of lament and Jesus’ cry of grief at Lazarus’
tomb, Wise reflects that her conversations with R. sometimes included him lashing out at
the staff who were his continuity. She remembered that he quickly followed those bursts
of anger with apologies. Wise reflected on these experiences by acknowledging the need
for a non-judgmental “holding or facilitating environment” so that “we can experience all
of our feelings—particularly our human destructiveness... as part of us without fearing
we have destroyed the other person.”72 If the dying person’s sense of self includes the
expression of such hostility, those people in conversation with them would honor that
space of expression with their presence.
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The anger and hostility for which Wise creates space are components of lament, a
topic upon which pastoral care theologian HyoJu Lee expounds in the Korean Journal of
Christian Studies. Lee suggests a pastoral response to one who is suffering is to
rediscover the value of lament that would enable Christians to mourn more adequately.73
She bases her response on a case study involving a man named M., who is both suffering
from debilitating pain after surgery and also watching his wife die of cancer. The
foundation for her argument is that lament is a form of prayer, “a way to communicate
with God about our deeper thoughts and feelings,” which include all emotions composing
lament.74 Lee reminds the community surrounding the patient that conversations about
death and dying include God, echoing the work of Jeremy Taylor and Ars Moriendi. The
“good death” may not always include topics that feel good to people present while a
loved one dies, but conversation around a “good death” focused on the care of the
individual person would be for the benefit of the whole community.
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CHAPTER 3
MINISTRY CONTEXT AND METHODOLOGY
The Building
One year after I arrived in West Point, Mississippi, as the newly appointed pastor
of First United Methodist Church, a couple who was also new to the church asked a
question I had pondered myself. That question was, “Why doesn’t anyone use the
church’s front doors?” These “front doors” are two sets of grand, cathedral-like doors that
lead into the sanctuary. They face Broad Street, one of the town’s busiest and most
traveled roads. The label of “front door” is not so much architectural as it is cultural. In
small towns of the American south such as West Point, long-time residents often do not
use the front doors of their homes to welcome guests. Instead they instruct visitors to
come to the back door, the entrances more casual and familiar.
Such is the case at First United Methodist Church. Though the front doors are
unlocked for worship services, regular attendees do not use them. Other entrances to the
church are more accessible. The so-called “back doors” are closer to the elevator and the
parking lot. There is a greater level of comfort with entrances other than these front
doors, both in people’s homes and at the church.
An exception is when there is a funeral. The church’s long-standing tradition at
funerals is for the pallbearers to carry the casket out these front doors, down the steps,
and toward the hearse for all on Broad Street to see. Family and friends follow the casket,
34
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stepping carefully and slowly on the old concrete. As the hearse drives toward the
cemetery, mourners continue to flow down these front steps even though they are far less
comfortable to navigate than the other entrances to the church. People literally move
through the church differently when someone dies. Church members willingly walk the
uncomfortable route at an uncomfortable time. However, on an average day, these same
members avoid the unease for the stability and what feels more comfortable. They lock
and avoid the doors associated with death, a reflection of how the church also avoids
talking about death, dying, and end of life care.
The congregation’s history reveals ongoing efforts to make the building as
comfortable as possible. The building as a whole, but especially the sanctuary, is so
important to the congregation that paid staff includes a building superintendent, who
ensures proper upkeep. A large portion of the book, A History of First United Methodist
Church of West Point, Mississippi 1866-1976, contains information about the building
and its evolution. For example, two pages of small print describe the first air conditioning
system: “Air cooling soon became common in public places, and Methodists, not to be
surpassed by other West Point churches, ordered a cooling system for the sanctuary.”75
When I arrived in 2016, the church had a debt of $30,000 from recent improvements to
the sanctuary’s cooling system. By 2018, that debt had been paid, but a new debt
developed in an effort to preserve the stained glass windows.
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Such financial priorities reveal the desire to provide a comfortable space for those
physically able to come to the church building. These investments in the physical
building also reveal a desire to preserve the physical structure and the traditions
associated with it. Yet with all the effort placed in the physical property, very little
conversation about the members’ physical bodies, especially at the end of life, has taken
place within those sacred walls in recent history.
The Pastor’s Role
The first time I entered those sacred walls as pastor, a church leader led me to the
church’s Sunday school rooms. He also handed me a sheet of paper with information we
had previously discussed over the phone. One of the church’s committees had met for
months to determine the qualities they most wanted in a pastor. At the top of the list was
a passion for preaching the gospel. Or, in the colloquial statement I often heard, the
congregation wanted “a pastor who preaches from the Bible.” These two, initial
movements that I experienced in the building revealed two important roles that
contributed to the development of my research project. The first was the church’s role as
a provider of small groups. The layman’s immediate movement to the Sunday school
rooms made me wonder if they placed high value placed on small group gatherings
within the church building. The second was the pastor’s role as preacher on Sunday
mornings. Sunday’s sermon, strongly rooted in the proclamation of Scripture, is of a high
priority for many of the members. The project draws upon these two priorities of small
group education and Scriptural reflection to measure the effects that they have on
conversations around death, dying, and end of life care.
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As the only clergy person on staff, I oversee caring for the spiritual needs of the
church and its members, order the life of the church jointly with lay leadership, and lead
in worship and ministry. In addition, as an ordained elder in The United Methodist
Church, I have responsibilities to the denomination, most recently as a member of the
Board of Ordained Ministry. Balancing obligations to the larger Church with the needs
of the local church can be challenging. As a small-town minister in a Protestant “first
church” in the south, there are other, unspoken responsibilities. Members have expressed
a desire to be “first” in worship attendance among the five, mainline, Protestant churches
that line Broad Street. The church has traditionally looked to the pastor to lead the way in
evangelism and the recruitment of new members. I have challenged this demand by
encouraging relationship building instead of coerced membership.
Part of my role as pastor is to build relationships and to be present in the West
Point community. Many of my connections with that larger community have either begun
or strengthened through funerals. The neighboring churches often viewed as competition
for Sunday morning worship become communal comfort in the wake of death.
Traditional funerals often feel like community events because of the number of people
who attend, and the congregation is far more diverse racially at a funeral than on a typical
Sunday morning. Ever present at these services is grief, which brings people together
across beliefs and denominations for the individuals and their families. However, that
same sense of gathering in community is not as apparent in the time periods leading up to
a person’s death.
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Significant Challenges
Though death brings people together across races, denominations, and
socioeconomics in West Point, tensions among these demographics are evident in the
church and larger community. The worship style at First United Methodist Church is very
traditional as a Protestant, predominantly white church in the American south. Other than
prepared liturgy, there is little response from the congregation during the worship service.
As a result, lament is not a typical piece of the worship service. Funerals have become
more focused on celebrating life than acknowledging death.
Most significant to this project is the challenge of the church’s participation in the
death-denying culture. There is a stigma around talking about death similar to a social
expectation that it is not polite to discuss religion and politics in certain settings. Death,
dying, terminal illness, and hospice care have become intertwined in that taboo circle.
Voices lower in volume when saying words like “hospice” or “terminal.” The fear of
talking openly about death likely contributes to this denial of death.
Focusing on celebrations of life to the point of avoidance of lament is also clear in
the church’s focus on growth. A significant challenge arises from the identity of the
church as being “first.” In Ruth White Williams’ history of the congregation, the second
chapter begins with the statement: “It is said that the first person to build his house in
what is now downtown West Point was a Methodist.”76 Like other established, Protestant
churches in small-town Mississippi, there is a long history. Four churches, all white and
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Protestant, within three blocks of each other begin with the name of “First.” There
remains a sense of competition among the denominations that prevents cooperation
among them. While there are some efforts at collaborative projects, rarely in recent
history have these congregations worshiped or worked together in the community. As
previously mentioned, one event that does bring the churches together, and not only the
“first” churches, is the funeral, where all the doors of First United Methodist Church are
open.
The Community
There is one particular death in the community that is still forefront in the life of
the congregation, and the grief from the loss continues to affect people emotionally,
spiritually, and economically. Bryan Foods, the primary employer of West Point for
many years, closed in 2007. Many people lost their jobs, and there were few alternatives
for work in the town. Families moved away, and the population of West Point declined.
As of the 2010 census, the poverty level in West Point had reached 32.0%, and the
population was 11,307. The estimated population for 2017 is 10,800—a prediction of
continued decline.77 While the nearby towns of Starkville and Columbus have thrived,
West Point did not have the industry that they had to grow. These three towns comprise
Mississippi’s “Golden Triangle,” but each has a distinct identity. Starkville had, and still
has, Mississippi State University. Columbus had, and still has, an Air Force base. West
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Point had Bryan Foods, but for years there had been no object to the present tense of the
verb, “has.” Looming tall on the south side of town are the empty buildings of the meatpacking plant.
However, other, newer industries have offered a glimmer of hope amid the grief
of Bryan Foods’ death. Mossy Oak, an outdoors brand started by West Point natives, has
grown to offer many more jobs. Yokohama Tire has built a plant in West Point. The three
towns of the Golden Triangle have formed an alliance to help build unity and industry
across the region. One intriguing addition to the community is not a big employer but a
small, locally-owned business that opened in an old bank in 2017. The business serves as
both a restaurant and a meat market. A town that once thrived on a large, meat-packing
industry now welcomes a small business that will specialize in selling high-quality,
humanely-packaged meat. There is a sense of resurrection in the new business, but there
is also a language of loss accompanying any conversation around the meat industry. Even
though the project and its results are confined to experiences around the loss of friends
and family, these experiences of death in industry and economics could likely contribute
to the grief that participants encounter in the course of the study.
The Congregation
While the 2010 census revealed that West Point’s population is 66.9% African
American, 31.5% white, and 1.1% Latino, the membership of First United Methodist
Church is 100% white.78 There are 778 members on the roll, and 196 attend worship
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services on average. There are 79 constituents on record, which are those people who
attend regularly but have not joined the church.79 While The United Methodist Church’s
statistical system does not have a formula for breaking down the membership based on
age, the statistical reports do reveal a 50% increase in the past year of those who were
baptized. Significant to this project is also the statistic that while Sunday school
attendance has decreased, participation in other Christian formation groups of all ages has
increased by 12%. A small group of Christian education and formation is increasingly
becoming a priority among the members of First United Methodist Church.
The congregation is mostly middle to upper-middle class. Some members and
constituents live closer to Old Waverly Golf Club than they do to the church. Opened in
1988, Old Waverly began as a gold club and expanded to a residential community. One
of First United Methodist Church’s growing membership demographics belongs to
people who have recently retired to Old Waverly. These newcomers to the community
are still very active, mobile, and able to attend functions at the church. They are also able
to leave town quite often to visit grandchildren and to travel, making their presence at
church far more occasional than the long-time residents. Another growing demographic
in the church encompasses young adults who are either recently married or have children.
These younger adults have mostly moved into West Point because of work or because
they have family in the Golden Triangle. They are interested in the church as a place to
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find a sense of community where their children can receive Christian education. As a
result, First United Methodist Church grows as a multi-generational church. However,
those who are new to West Point and thus unfamiliar with the church’s history are not as
aware of the lingering grief from the loss of industry.
As the congregation has welcomed more members from these two demographics,
there has been another movement within the congregation in the past few years to create
more opportunities for ministry outside the church. A new Backpack Ministry began to
provide meals to children in local schools who do not have enough to eat on the
weekends. The younger families in the church place high value on the improvement of
relations between the church and Child Development Center (CDC). The CDC operates
on the first floor of the church building and has been a source of both contention and joy
historically. The majority of the CDC’s students are not members of the congregation.
The younger members of the congregation, especially those whose children attend the
CDC, have become proactive in reaching out to other CDC families to extend hospitality
from the congregation.
Two years ago, the congregation joined with other churches in the community to
provide monthly meals for elderly persons on limited income in the community. Elderly
and homebound members of First United Methodist Church also receive these monthly
meals. A second meal ministry, Loaves and Fishes, overseen by United Methodist
Women, has provided monthly meals to elderly and homebound members since the early
1990s. After the church’s fellowship dinners, people will often pack leftovers to take to
these same members. As a result, homebound members receive at least two meals each
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month from the church. Most of the meal recipients are not currently on hospice care or
facing terminal illness; they simply are struggling with health problems related to aging
that prevent them from attending activities in the church building. When homebound
members do enter palliative or hospice care, they continue to receive the same meals.
There is no shortage of feeding these homebound members with physical meals, but the
feeding of relationships is not as numerous. Often the members will drop off the food
with a quick visit or conversation. When the homebound members enter hospice care,
there is no organized effort from the church to provide care beyond the provision of
meals.
While preparing for the project, two questions were forefront in my mind as I
examined these aspects of the congregational context. First, what prevented people from
building relationships with elderly and homebound members as they neared the ends of
their lives? I speculated on possible answers around unresolved grief and the fear of
death. Second, in a church with so many lively activities, what kind of interest would
there be in having conversations about death and dying? As the project more fully
developed and was approved, recruitment of participants began. Even in the recruitment
process, some answers to both of these questions were numerous and immediate.
The Participants
Through advertising in the church’s bulletin, newsletter, and an announcement
made on two Sunday mornings, I asked for no less than six and no more than ten
volunteers to participate in the project. The announcements were presented to the
congregation as approved by the IRB process. The only requirements were that they be
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church members and over the age of 18. The project to which they were committing
consisted of a seven-week study that included Bible study, hospice education, and two
group interviews. Within one week, ten people had volunteered. Within two weeks, six
more people had inquired and asked to be on a waiting list. One person from a
neighboring congregation contacted me to ask if she could participate.
The first ten people who volunteered and were able to commit to the sessions
became the project’s sample group. The group consisted of seven women and three men.
While there was no guarantee of confidentiality because of the group interview structure,
the names reported in the results are pseudonyms I assigned to the participants. The
women are known as Margaret, Patricia, Sarah, Vicky, Lucille, Cathy, and Tess. The men
are known as James, Richard, and Nathan. All were white and middle to upper-middle
class. The youngest was in her 30s, and the oldest ones in their early 80s. All ten
volunteers participated in the initial group interview, and eight participated in the final
group interview. Their denominational backgrounds are varied, as noted in Appendix G,
and half of them volunteered the information that they changed denominations when they
married.80 The two participants who did not come to the final interview, Sarah and
Lucille, did come to all the other sessions. One cited not coming to the final interview in
order to visit grandchildren, and the other cited that she completely forgot about the
session. Prior to the first session, all ten of these participants received and signed the
Informed Consent forms as required by the IRB process.
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The Project
In the fall of 2018, the ten volunteers gathered weekly for a total of seven weeks
to engage in Bible study, education on hospice care, and two group interviews. Each
session began with a time of centering and prayer. The first session included a time for
participants to introduce themselves to one another. The first session consisted of a group
interview with prepared questions adapted from two resources: “Experiences With and
Attitudes Toward Death and Dying Among Homeless Persons,” by John Song, published
in the Journal of General Internal Medicine in 2007, and “The Experience of
Anticipatory Grief Among Individuals Living With Cancer, Their Primary Caregivers,
and Families,” by Dianne Marie Evans with the Institute of Transpersonal Psychology.81
These were the resources for the final group interview in the last session, too. The
questions for the first group interview focused on people sharing experiences of grief,
loss, and illness. The questions also delved into theological reflection on death and dying,
as well the ways the local church contributed to their theology of death and resurrection.
The second, third, and fourth sessions were a grief-based Bible study on John
11:17-44 that I led with discussion questions at the end of each session. The passage as a
whole is Jesus’ walk to Lazarus’ tomb, which is where the title of the study,
“Approaching the Tomb,” developed. By breaking the passage into three smaller
increments, we created a rhythm of pausing along the walk to the tomb. The first pause is
with Martha, the second with Mary, and the third is the arrival at the tomb, focusing on
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Jesus’ response to facing the reality of death. The study focused on how Martha, Mary,
and Jesus experienced and moved through grief as they approached Lazarus’ tomb. The
study invited participants to reflect on their losses of loved ones, the “Lazaruses” of their
lives, and the grief they had experienced. The tomb represented the deaths of their loved
ones that we approached together as a group in reflection. For all three sessions on
Scriptural reflection, we looked at Jesus as a friend walking with the two sisters and their
community in the midst of grief. The structure of the sessions allowed for 30-40 minutes
of teaching that I led, but people were free to ask questions or make comments along the
way. The last 20-30 minutes consisted of discussion based on prepared questions.
The second session, “Pausing to Talk,” focused on how pausing to talk was part
of Martha’s grieving for her brother. We began with a corporate prayer from the “Service
of Death and Resurrection” in The United Methodist Hymnal with a brief reflection in the
group on what stood out to them in the prayer. We then moved into the study of John
11:17-27, a conversation between Martha and Jesus as he entered town four days after
Lazarus’ death. Drawing primarily from N.T. Wright’s Surprised By Hope and
commentary from the Harper-Collins Study Bible, we discussed the larger context, the
fact that Jesus waited numerous days to come, and the ancient belief that the soul
remained near the body for three days. The group devoted much time to listening to what
resurrection meant to Martha and Jesus as they engaged in conversation. We concluded
with discussion questions about the passage that asked the participants how talking about
their losses affected their grieving processes.
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The third session, “Pausing to Weep,” looked at the role that weeping plays in the
grieving process with much time devoted to Jesus’ tears in verse 35. This session focused
on Jesus’ conversation with Mary in John 11:28-37. We began with “Prayers of the
People” in the “Service of Death and Resurrection” from The Book of Common Prayer
and discussed what stood out to the participants. Drawing from Allen Verhey’s The
Christian Art of Dying and Tom Long’s Accompany Them With Singing, I shared
information on ancient Jewish burial practices, particularly how the family and friends
gather around the body and followed certain rituals in the context of community. We also
discussed the three phases of mourning in the Jewish tradition as described by Tom Long.
We discussed in-depth the Greek meaning of the word used to describe Jesus’ weeping,
which included a note of anger. The session ended with discussion questions that asked
participants to reflect on how tears figured into their experiences of grief and how crying
with others affected them.
The fourth session, “Pausing To Pray,” was the last portion of the Bible study and
examined Jesus’ prayer for the community of mourners in John 11:38-44. The session
began with reading together, “On Passing a Graveyard,” by John O’Donohue with brief
reflection. This session examined the ways in which prayer contributed to the grieving
process. Drawing from Barbara Brown Taylor’s Learning to Walk in the Dark, as well as
previously mentioned resources, we looked more in-depth at the significance of Jesus’
reaction to visiting his friend’s tomb when he would soon face his own tomb. The
intentional rolling away of the stone led to talking about purity laws around a body. Most
important for this particular session was the discussion around Jesus’ prayer being not for
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himself but for the larger community. The grief that Mary, Martha and Jesus experienced
in pausing to talk, weep, and pray extended to a larger community who approached the
tomb with them. Like previous sessions, we concluded with discussion based on prepared
questions. This reflection time invited people to share experiences of the role of prayer in
their experiences of grief.
In the project’s fifth session, a nurse from North Mississippi Medical Center’s
hospice organization spoke about the role that hospice plays in meeting a patient’s
physical needs and what happens to the physical body as death nears. She distributed a
handout given to the families of all the patients who enter their hospice program. That
handout served as a blueprint for the session. She shared basic information about what
qualifies patients for hospice and the resources provided, but her primary topics were the
ways that hospice meets needs of the patient’s physical body as death nears. She spoke
much about comfort care and medications offered. A lot of her information-sharing was
in the form of telling stories about her personal experiences without disclosing any names
or personal details. The hospice sessions were far less structured than the Bible study, and
participants asked questions throughout the session about the services provided. Some
even shared stories with her about their own experiences with hospice. After the nurse
shared information and interacted with the participants for 40-45 minutes, the session
concluded with prepared discussion questions about their reactions to the information
received.
In the sixth session, a social worker shared about the services that hospice
provides for the family, specifically on how hospice forms a community around the
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patient and family. While the nurse’s presentation focused on how hospice cares for the
patient, the social worker talked more specifically about the care provided to the family.
Like the nurse, she shared some stories of personal experiences and interactions with
families. Included in her presentation was the information that hospice tries to ensure that
none of their patients are completely alone, even if they have no living relatives close by.
The social worker, the nurse, the chaplain, and sometimes a nurse’s aide will work
closely as a team to provide for the needs of the patient. They are also in touch with
families after the patient’s death for a year to continue as that supportive community.
Many questions and stories emerged for her as well, and brief discussion concluded the
session. Like the previous session, after she presented for 40-45 minutes and had left, the
group answered prepared discussion questions about their reactions to the information
shared. 82
The seventh and final session was a group interview with prepared questions
adapted from the same resources as the first group interview. The first set of questions
asked participants to reflect on how the Bible study and hospice education affected them,
if at all. The second set of questions asked them to compare their feelings in the final
session to how they felt in the first interview together. The third set of questions invited
them to reflect on the feelings, concerns, and lessons experienced in the course of the
sessions.
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The Procedure
The project measured how the study of Scripture and hospice education in the
context of a small group in the local church affected participants’ attitudes toward the
death and dying of loved ones. The initial and final group interviews provided data for
those measurements. The data sought to answer the two central research questions. In the
first research question, data gathered measured the effects of Scriptural reflection and
hospice education on the local church’s willingness to talk about death, dying, and
resurrection of loved ones in the context of a small group. Themes that emerged in the
two group interviews provided data to answer the second question about the specific
components of a loved one’s death and dying process that are the greatest sources of
unease and discomfort.
The first group interview consisted of ten questions, and participants received
copies of the questions one week prior to the first session. As previously mentioned, I
drew from Tim Sensing’s rules for group interviews to encourage an equal distribution of
participation. I was the neutral, non-anxious presence that guided the conversation by
asking the questions. Participants shared their experiences with death, dying, terminal
illness, and hospice care. They answered questions about how they felt talking about
death and dying and what they believed happened after death. They also reflected on how
the presence and theology of the local church had affected their attitudes toward death
and dying.
Each of the three weeks of Bible study and two weeks of hospice education
consisted of 30-40 minutes of teaching on the text or topic, followed by 20-30 minutes of
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discussion. At the end of each session, an outline and discussion questions for the next
week’s session were distributed. Participants received questions for the final group
interview one week prior to the interview. That final interview consisted of eight
questions primarily asking how the Bible study, hospice education, and overall program
affected their feelings toward talking about death and dying, compared to the first
session.
All sessions were video recorded and transcribed by a hired transcriber outside of
the church. I waited until the conclusion of the project to view the videos and to read the
transcription so that I could analyze the project as a whole instead of week to week. This
methodology helped me to avoid developing assumptions about the participants as the
project progressed. I did write down some field notes occasionally during the sessions
and revisited them while reading the transcripts to help in the clarification of participants’
answers.

CHAPTER 4
THE PROJECT’S RESULTS
The Analyses
I used qualitative methods in the data analysis because of the phenomenological
nature of the study. Using the software package, NVIVO 12 for Mac, I identified and
coded who responded to each question in the group interviews, what they said, and major
themes that emerged from textual analysis. After carefully reading the transcripts from
the initial and final group interviews, I imported those transcripts into the NVIVO coding
program.
My first step in the analysis was to break down which questions each participant
answered in the two group interviews. The second step was to analyze how many
responses there were for each question. The third step of the analysis was to identify and
code the dominant themes that emerged from those questions. Using a combination of
NVIVO’s text search tools and a thorough reading of the transcripts, the themes
identified were: concern for the body, story, relationships, information, presence, fear,
and acceptance. Within the theme of “concern for the body” are the sub-themes of burial
and suffering. Within the theme of “relationships” are the sub-themes of family and
friends.83
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The First Interview
Experiences with Terminal Illness, Hospice Care, and Death
The first four questions of the first group interview addressed the participants’
experiences with terminal illness, hospice care, and the deaths of friends and family.
While none of the participants reported a personal experience with terminal illness, 80%
of them talked about friends and family with terminal illness, 70% shared their
experiences with hospice care, and 40% talked about friends and family who had died
under circumstances other than terminal illness and hospice care. By the time these first
three questions were completed, all ten participants had contributed. The theme of story
quickly emerged as responses moved from straightforward answers of naming who died
of what illness to more detailed stories about the person who had died. For example,
Margaret initially responded to the question of terminal illness by stating that her
husband, sister, and grandchild had died of terminal illness. After two more people spoke,
Margaret interrupted and asked if she could clarify the details of her grandchild’s death.
She explained the rare illness her grandchild had and the progress made since then in
treatment for that disease. After she finished clarifying, the responses that followed were
longer and more detailed.
The first participant to talk about an experience with hospice care was Cathy, who
recounted when her mother entered hospice care. She stated, “We used to call it the ‘H
word’ early on 'cause we couldn't say it in front of my mom…because of the stigma or
that fear because it almost felt like we were saying, okay, you know, hospice ... dead, you
know? And it was all like we were giving up but ... that's not true.” The phrase she used,
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“the ‘h’ word,” would be referred to by other participants in future responses. Cathy’s
answer also pointed to a struggle of using certain words associated with death and dying
around the person who is dying.
When asked more broadly to share experiences of loved ones who had died, only
40% responded. However, one of those participants, Vicky, spoke up for the first time
and talked more than anyone else. She recounted the story of her daughter’s suicide,
followed by another participant, Sarah, speaking about her niece’s suicide and her
husband’s sudden death by heart attack. Vicky’s lengthy response brought forth a theme
of acceptance that would reappear throughout the two interviews. She stated, “Some days
you move forward and things seem to be fine and then you just might be in the grocery
store and all of a sudden you see something that, you know, they liked a lot or a fruit they
ate and then you just have to leave your buggy where it is and leave the store. But it's
getting better. It’s getting better.” She reported a desire to accept her daughter’s death but
told a story that revealed a struggle with that acceptance.
Feelings Toward Talking About Death and Dying
The next question moved from the sharing of experiences to the sharing of
feelings toward talking about death and dying. Fifty percent of participants responded.
While the conversation until this time had revolved around articulating the losses of
friends and family, participants shifted to talking about personal feelings. Two
participants, Tess and Nathan, pointed out important distinctions for talking about these
feelings. Tess distinguished between talking about one’s own death and the deaths of
friends and family: “For me, personally, I'm not scared of dying. I don't know if that's
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weird for me, but I am worried about my family… I'm not scared, personally, for myself.
I'm scared for those around me.” Her statement was also an illustration of the theme of
fear which appears frequently in various forms. The distinction that Nathan made is
talking about death in general terms and in personal terms: “I think there's a difference
between talking about death and dying and talking about your own death and your own
dying and your own mortality.” The other three respondents were James, Margaret, and
Richard, the three oldest participants, and all of them made various declarations of the
need to talk about and accept death even though it is difficult, echoing the earlier theme
of acceptance.
What Happens After Death
The question of what happens after death quickly became a conversation between
Sarah and James about what happens to the body after death. More specifically, they
discussed their preferences for what will happen to their own bodies at the time of death.
The theme of concern for the body begins developing in their conversation and carries
throughout the project. While 50% of the participants responded to this question, Sarah
and James were the most vocal. Sarah articulated why she did not want to be cremated,
and James explained why he favored cremation. Sarah stated, “I know it says ashes to
ashes and dust to dust and all that, but I think cremation is… the most disheartening in
the world because I think God created our bodies and I think our bodies should, when we
die, our soul rises to heaven, but the body's there.” Whereas Sarah expressed concern for
the treatment of the body after death, James stated, “I guess I've come to the conclusion
that, not too many years from now, there's nothing down there but dust. You can say what
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you want to about embalming and caskets and vaults and all that steel stuff and concrete
... years from now, it's nothing down there but dust.” While they disagreed on their
personal preferences for the treatment of the body at death, James and Sarah shared a
belief that there is a separation of soul and body at the time of death. Lucille and
Margaret agreed with this distinction and responded that at death the soul leaves the body
to be with God. Cathy’s response was different from the others with an awareness on the
presence of God at the time of death, highlighting the theme of presence that I will later
analyze.
The Church’s Role in Talking About Death and Dying
The last questions of the interview shifted to the participants’ theological
understandings of death and dying as cultivated by the Church. When asked about what
the church of their upbringing taught them about death and dying, 80% of participants
responded with shorter answers than in previous questions. Only two of the participants,
Richard and James, had grown up in First United Methodist Church of West Point, and
both of them reported that the church had taught them little to nothing about death and
dying. Patricia, who also had a United Methodist background, stated, “Yeah, well, my
theory is get your soul right with God and when you die you go to Heaven. That's it.”
Tess and Sarah, from Disciples of Christ and Baptist backgrounds, respectively, agreed
that this was the teaching of their upbringing. The conversation then shifted to what they
had learned from the Bible about death and dying. One person quoted John 11, another
John 3:16, and a third stated that the story of Jesus’ resurrection was all he recalled
learning about death and dying in the church of his childhood.
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There was a significant decrease in responses when asked about what First United
Methodist Church of West Point had taught them about death and dying. Only 40%
contributed with brief answers, and two of those contributors were Richard and James,
who had grown up in the church. Instead of directly answering the question of what the
church had taught them, Sarah and James spoke in the future tense of how the church
might teach them about death and dying in the future. Sarah suggested more small
groups, and James said it was the preacher’s responsibility. The other respondent,
Nathan, named fear as the reason the church didn’t talk about death and dying, which
became a dominant theme in the interviews.
The final question of the group interview brought them back to the sharing of
experiences when asked how church communities had been present or absent when loved
ones were dying. Sixty percent of the group answered, and all of them included the
provision of either food or transportation in their responses. Lucille spoke the most and
emphasized how the intimate size of a small community benefitted people when a loved
one was dying. She stated, “In our little part of the world, we had a bereavement
committee and so when somebody had a lot of things going on due to illness the church
would be the one to set up a driving schedule or a cooking schedule or a sitting schedule
... so that the person in the family did not have to call and ask for help.” Lucille’s
recognition of the community’s size and the church’s initiative echoed in the other
responses where the church saw needs and had programs in place to meet those needs.
The communication of the needs occurred through relationships already established in the
closeness of people in the community. Of the six respondents, three answered in generic
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terms, two told stories of how the church helped their families when loved ones were
dying, and one shared how the church had personally helped him with transportation
when he had heart trouble.
The Final Interview
The Effect of Scriptural Reflection
Eight of the ten participants from the first group interview participated in the final
group interview. When asked if the Scriptural reflection made them feel less at ease,
more at ease, or had no effect, 62.5% of the group reported no effect. Patricia and
Richard stated their reason for no effect was that they had already studied John 11 in the
past. Tess, Nathan, and James stated the reason for the study not having an effect on them
was that while it did impact their gaining of knowledge and information, the study did not
affect their emotions or feelings. Even though they reported no effect on the way they felt
conversing about death and dying, all five participants who reported no effect did
describe the Bible study as informative, educational, or enlightening. This theme of
information had been emerging throughout the course of the project. The remaining three
participants had various responses. Vicky reported a combination of responses because
some parts of the study, especially Jesus’ interactions with Mary and Martha, made her
feel more at ease, but other parts had no effect on her. Cathy responded that the study
made her feel more at ease, although she did not know how to express why she felt that
way. Margaret reported that the Scripture made her feel less at ease because of John’s use
of the word, “angry,” to describe Jesus. She reported struggling with this image of an
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angry Jesus in the face of death. Fifty percent of the participants cited information gained
on the burial practices, and thus the care of the body, as especially informative to them.
The Effect of Hospice Education
The participants were asked to reflect on whether the two weeks of hospice
education made them feel more at ease, less at ease, or no effect. They were also asked to
report their reasoning for their response. Fifty percent of the participants reported no
effect. Richard, James, Patricia, and Margaret reported no effect on their feelings but
described the sessions as a gaining of information. Richard was one who responded that
neither the Scriptural reflection nor the hospice education had an effect on him. He stated,
“To me it was more of an education of what they do and how they do it and how they feel
about it. Most all of them, this is the end of life and they tell us what they do and what
their responsibilities are ... like a sermon.” The four participants who reported no effect
were the group’s oldest participants. Of those four, three had also reported no effect from
the Scriptural reflection. One of those four who answered no effect said that the reason
was that she had already experienced hospice care with family members and already
knew the information they provided.
Fifty percent of the participants reported that the hospice education made them
feel more at ease, and none reported feeling less at ease. Tess, Nathan, Cathy, and Vicky
reported feeling more at ease because the education had made them feel more
comfortable talking to other people about hospice. Tess stated her reason was that she
had believed hospice meant someone only had “five to seven days left,” and the
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education broke down that stigma for her. Like those who answered no effect, all four of
these participants noted that they had gained much information from the sessions.
Feelings Toward Talking About Death and Dying
A significant shift occurred in the group’s dynamics when they were asked to
compare how they felt talking about death and dying in the final group interview in
comparison to the first. All eight participants contributed, but not all answered the
question. Richard and Margaret reported that churches needed to talk more about death
and dying because it is so easily a “taboo” subject, which they had experienced in their
growing up years. Margaret added that that “the church seems so new” to the idea of
talking about death and dying. James responded by recounting his growing-up years as
the son of funeral home owners: “Having grown up in a business of death and dying, we
would talk about it all the time. So, that's been my background, and it doesn't bother me.
Didn't bother me then and doesn't bother me today.” He continued with a story about the
first time his future wife came to meet his family, and death was the primary subject at
the dinner table.
The group laughed, and Patricia then began telling a story from her childhood
about a teacher who had died. She recounted, “I never did like to say that I hated anybody
but she was so mean and she was hit and killed by a bus and I went to her funeral and I
just stood there by her casket and said, ‘good good good.’” The other participants
laughed, some to the point of tears. Multiple conversations ensued, with one participant
asking Patricia, “Did you really say that? I can’t believe you said that.”
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When everyone began to quiet down, Tess recounted some stories shared over the
past few weeks and returned to the question. She stated, “To take the way we’re laughing,
how we think about this from the very first meeting, I feel like we were all somber to
some degree … and now, I feel like everybody is... not laughing about someone dying,
but being able to crack a joke or take it a little more lightly. I don't know if that's because
we're getting to know each other better, or because we're talking about it?”
Margaret responded to Tess by saying, “It's probably just underling the big
change and that is the ease we all feel. And enjoy being together. That's a big change for
these six meetings.” The final group interview began with questions around whether
Scriptural reflection and hospice education made the participants feel more at ease, but
Margaret and Tess identified that the ease emerged from comfort discovered in
community. While the Scripture and hospice education contributed to that ease, they
recognized that presence and conversation with one another influenced their levels of
comfort with each other, too.
What Happens After Death
The participants were once again asked what they thought happened when they
died, compared to their responses in the first group interview. Sixty-two percent of
participants equally contributed responses. Three named instances from the Scriptural
reflection sessions where they learned something new about what happens after death.
James stated that the Bible study had caused him to wonder about another passage of
Scripture, when Jesus tells the dying thief that he will be with him in paradise. He raised
the questions, “When does the spirit leave the body?” and, “When does the spirit ascend
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to heaven after death?” Conversation followed as Margaret and Patricia brought up the
theme of near-death experiences, which had also emerged in the first interview. James
answered the question by recalling from the first session that he and Sarah had conversed
at length about what happens to the body after death. He had favored cremation, while
Sarah insisted that she did not like cremation. James made a joke about ashes, which led
to more laughter among the participants.
The Church Community as Context
Only three people, or 37% of the group, responded to the question of how they
felt talking about death and dying in the context of a local church. Richard and James
responded that they were comfortable doing so, and Tess described the time together as
“thought provoking and interesting,” but there was “a lot more we need to talk about.”
All three voiced a need for more small groups similar to this one at the church in the
future. James stated, “Your average group in the church, I'm just gonna pick five, I bet
two in five would say we ain't talking about that today, what's next.” The majority of the
group did not respond to the question.
Experiences of Grief
When asked about how they experienced grief during the sessions, fifty percent of
the group responded. Nathan and James responded that what they felt was not grief but
“memories” of loved ones who had died. Tess reported feeling not grief but sympathy
listening to the stories of others. Margaret responded that she had experienced grief over
the loss of her husband. As soon as she started speaking, she began apologizing and
called that grief, “selfish.” She began to cry, and another participant comforted her.
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Concerns about Death, Dying, and End of Life Care
When asked about their concerns about death, dying, and end of life care, the
theme of information emerged again. Eighty-seven percent of participants contributed
answers and stated a need for information about end of life care, including advance
directives and living will. The distinction between talking about the death of loved ones
and one’s own death also came up. Tess stated, “I’m not so worried about my death as I
am those around me. What if something happened to my husband or my daughter? What
mental state would I be in? That’s what I would worry about more than my own death.”
Three others stated that they did not want to talk about the deaths of their loved ones but
were willing to talk about preparing for their own deaths. One participant voiced the fear
of losing a stepdaughter who was on life support. Fifty percent voiced fears of being put
on life support, and fifty percent stated they expected to have peaceful feelings when the
time of their deaths would come.
What Participants Learned About Themselves
The final question had the least number of direct responses to the question but led
to numerous stories of people’s experiences with death and dying. Two participants
responded that they had learned how to be better comforters to those whose loved ones
were dying. One stated, “Sometimes you don’t have to say anything to be a better
comforter. You can just give them a hug.” One responded with a story of what he had
learned he did not want at his own funeral, which I will address in chapter five. His story
led to other stories. Another story followed, and the session concluded with the group
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sharing about experiences of caring for loved ones’ bodies at times of burial, bringing the
group back to the theme of concern for the body.
The Themes
Concern For the Body
One of the goals of the research project was to identify which elements of talking
about death evoked fear and anxiety. In both of the group interviews, the theme that
emerged most was that of concern for the body. Responses included concern about
treatment of the physical body for burial, physical suffering, and the emotional suffering
endured by family members as the deaths of loved ones near.
Burial. In the first group interview, Sarah voiced a strong aversion to cremation
that led to 60% of participants expressing opinions about the burials of themselves and of
loved ones. She labeled cremation, “a desecration of your body,” and later clarified her
opinion came from the fact that her father died when she was fourteen, and she “did not
want to think about them burning his body.” Her statement and the conversation that
followed indicated themes of story and relationship influencing these concerns for the
body. Lucille noted that while “most of her family members feel strongly” against
cremation, she did not share those feelings and believed, “when you die and your soul
goes to heaven, it's just the bones.” All of these statements revealed various feelings
toward burial, especially within the family unit.
In the final group interview, as previously noted, fifty percent of the participants
said that learning about burial practices in the Bible study as informative and helpful. At
the conclusion of the interview and in response to the final question, 87% of the
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participants shared stories about staying up with bodies of loved ones in funeral homes or
churches. While their responses did not answer the question asked, the discussion
indicated feelings toward the traditions and rituals around the body before burial. Thirtyseven percent of the participants engaged in dialogue about the reasoning behind staying
up with a body. One participant who had vocally advocated for cremation stated that the
reason for remaining with the body for burial was, “Feelings about leaving the body
alone. Just didn’t want to.” This conversation and the large amount of storytelling that
ensued around burial leads to the conclusion there is a great desire for some sense of
community around the one who has died.
Suffering. In the final group interview, another dominant theme that arose was
that of the body’s suffering, which was a source of fear among the participants. As
became a pattern in the interviews, the participants alternated between talking about their
own deaths and the deaths of loved ones. Nathan stated, “I don’t want to be a burden to
my wife or family members. If I’m dying, then go ahead and let me go.” Fifty percent
voiced agreement to this idea that life support would lead to physical and emotional
suffering both for the patient and their loved ones. In the first group interview, the fears
of bodily suffering emerged more in the stories told of loved ones who had exhibited
suffering before their deaths. Lucille described what she witnessed in her father’s
struggle with Alzheimer’s disease before his death: “What he had was a terminal
illness…. You just watch the body shut down, so death was a very sweet release for him
and for us.” Forty percent of participants told stories of family members and friends who
had suffered from dementia, Alzheimer’s, or mental illness prior to death and how fearful
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they were of the suffering those loved ones had endured. The theme of suffering was
complex, but every mention of suffering related in some form back to concern for the
physical body’s decline both for loved ones and for self.
Story
The second most-coded theme to emerge, which increased significantly from the
first to the last interview, was that of story. When asked to share experiences of terminal
illness, hospice, and the death of loved ones at the beginning of the first group interview,
as previously noted in the analysis of the first group interview, all ten participants
responded with answers in the form of stories, and the stories got longer and more
detailed as time went on. At the conclusion of the final group interview, seven of the
eight participants shared mostly humorous stories of experiences at funerals. While the
majority of these stories came from experiences with friends and family members, there
were three participants who particularly wanted to share stories of near-death
experiences. Margaret stated that her dad had experienced a near-death experience (NDE)
and recounted his story with the conclusion, “We know that there are thousands of these
NDEs and that many interpretations. But suppose there's truth. And my daddy was
convinced it was.” Though stories of near-death experience only came from 30% of the
overall pool, their presence in the interviews suggested that near-death experiences could
help provide information on what happens at the end of life. As feedback from the Bible
study and hospice education indicated, information was something that people desired to
have about the end of life. These three suggested that stories of near-death experiences
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could help contribute to that gaining of information around the mystery of death, both in
clinical and spiritual senses.
Story also provided context from which people’s perspectives on death and dying
came. For example, Nathan works part-time for a local funeral home, and James’ father
was a funeral home owner. James stated, “That was my father's business and so he would
come in at night to the table and would talk about it, somebody dying. And something
about them or having to do with that death. It was just a natural conversation.” Particular
fears about death and dying varied based on the stories of how the participants
experienced and were exposed to death. In contrast, Sarah revealed the root of her
aversion when she told the story of her father’s and husband’s sudden deaths. She and
two others who shared stories of losing loved ones to sudden death did not agree that
talking about death was a “natural conversation.” The theme of story helped participants
gain insight and respect into each other’s attitudes and fears.
Relationships
The stories told revealed the theme of relationship, with sub-themes of family and
friends. This was the theme that came the closest to equal distribution of talking among
all ten participants. While one participant did speak twice as much as others, the other
nine participated close to the same amount of time. This pattern suggests that a common
thread to talking about death and dying is to talk about relationships with friends and
family.
Family. Of the instances where relationships came up as a theme, 87% of those
instances were about family. However, not all of these instances were stories about
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family members who had died. The participants also reported fears about family
members suffering in the future both when they died and when they watched loved ones
died. Patricia suggested the power of family bonds when death nears in a story that she
told about her father’s rather sudden death, “It took me that long to get home and he died
within an hour after I got there, so I felt like he was waiting for me. Everybody else was
there.” This statement led to a discussion about how sometimes a dying patient will
sometimes hang on to say goodbye to family members, and other times the patient will
not die until the family has left the room.
Friends. While only 13% of the discussion around relationships focused on
friends, there are some patterns within the sub-theme of friends worth noting. Of the six
participants who contributed to this theme, four were the youngest in the group. The
youngest participant, Tess, contributed the most to this sub-theme. She referred to the
loss of a friend to terminal illness and the loss of friends from high school in car
accidents. This pattern serves as a reminder that age influences experiences toward death
and dying especially in terms of the relationships lost at death. Vicky indicated that one
of the components of the Bible study that made her feel more at ease was the image of
Jesus as a friend. She stated, “I especially liked the humanity that Jesus showed
approaching the death of a friend. It’s comforting to know that our Lord and Savior feels
like we do to some extent when we face death.” The theme of friend was not as dominant
as that of family but did contribute to the conversations.
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Information
Sixty percent of the participants, across the two interviews, expressed a desire for
or interest in more information about what happens at the end of life. Of all the themes
that emerged, the theme of information appeared as something beneficial for the future of
the church and beyond the confines of this group. Fifty percent of the participants in the
first group interview engaged in a conversation and expressed desire for information
about how to prepare for one’s death. James described bringing in a group from a funeral
home or hospice care. He said, “It's a list of things you have to have ... do you know
where you're going to be buried? Do you wanna be cremated, do you wanna be ... it's a
whole potpourri of things, great, great subject matter. And they do it every once in a
while, and they have overflow of crowds wanting to know more and more and more
about.” As previously noted, the response to the Bible study and hospice education
revealed an attitude to the whole project as a gaining of information. This conversation
and the suggestion made for future opportunities reveal a desire to provide more
information to a larger group.
Presence
Eighty percent of the ten participants across both interviews spoke at some point
to the theme of presence. More specifically, the theme of presence related to people being
available to one another at the end of someone’s life. Seventy percent attributed feeling
the presence of God to the church members, family, and friends, who surrounded them
when a loved one was dying.
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Thirty percent described feeling the presence of God through hospice care workers at the
end of a person’s life. Sarah stated, “When you live in town like this or a small
community like I did, the people kind of surround you so that you feel their love and
comfort and it is a great help. And this community is really good at that and this church is
really good at it.” None of the participants reported feeling a lack of presence from the
local church, both of their background and their current context.
Fear
One of the project’s goals was to help participants reflect on and articulate the
fears associated with the end of life. Fifty percent of the group reported a fear around the
word, “hospice,” that they, family members, or close friends had experienced. Lucille
recalled that when a friend of hers was dying, the friend’s husband resisted hospice. She
stated, “We'd say, ‘We think it's time. Hospice can help you so much.’ And he continued
… pretending it wasn't happening... and she was so anxious all the time 'cause she was
afraid. That was a service that could've helped her and him and his family so much. But
it's just that stigma, the word hospice, and you know, so that's just another dimension of
that.” Given the feedback in the final interview, presenting information on hospice care
helped to ease those fears for many of the participants. A second dominant fear that
emerged was a greater fear of losing a loved one than for one’s own death. While over
half of the final group interview attested to not being afraid to die, these same participants
also voiced a greater fear about losing a loved one. One participant whose stepdaughter
was ill during the project became emotional and said, “I have a daughter we fear we will
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lose pretty soon, and how can I assure her of anything?” Her fears were not only for the
loved one’s well-being but also for how to comfort her in the midst of uncertainty.
Acceptance
Two kinds of acceptance emerged as themes in the group’s conversations. One
was the attitude expressed by Richard that we must accept the reality of our own
mortality. He stated, “It's gonna happen to all of us. I ain't gonna live ... I don't mind
talking about it, it's gonna happen… I don't want to sound callous, but deal with it. In the
way that you're supposed to.” While not everyone was as blunt, 87% of the participants in
the final group interview expressed that they felt a need to be more accepting of death as
reality. Forty percent of the participants in the first interview engaged in conversation that
equated the word, “closure,” with “acceptance” of death, which led to mixed emotional
responses for those who did not think closure was possible for some losses.
The second kind of acceptance that all eight participants in the final interview
expressed was a spiritual acceptance of being ready to go to heaven when death comes.
Three participants used the language of readiness with one saying, “We should be excited
about that day but most likely we’re not ready… I don’t want to get ready right now.”
The theme of acceptance included an assumption that people of faith, such as those in the
group, must accept the reality of death and look forward to what’s beyond the grave.
Answering the Research Questions
The first research question measured the effects of Scriptural reflection and
hospice education on the local church’s willingness to talk about death, dying, and
resurrection of loved ones in the context of a small group. The eight participants in the
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final interview answered three questions about how their feelings were affected,
compared to the first interview. As previously noted, 62.5% of the group reported that the
Bible study did not affect their feelings, and 50% reported that the hospice education did
not affect their feelings. When asked to assess how they felt talking about death and
dying compared to the first interview, all eight participants had responses difficult to
measure because they began telling stories and laughing. Two participants reported after
the laughter that they felt the whole group seemed more at ease with one another talking
about death and dying, citing the sense of humor they’d experienced together. In
assessing what they believed happened after death, compared to the first interview, five
reported knowledge gained from the Bible study, including the story of Lazarus
triggering memories of resurrection through near-death experiences. There was only one
participant who cited experiencing grief as a result of the sessions, but even in the
interview she found comfort from another participant. These instances of acquiring
information suggest that the study and education did have an effect that manifested not in
their individual feelings but in communal interaction.
The second research question asked which components of a loved one’s death and
dying process are the greatest sources of unease and discomfort in the small group
context. The dominant themes that answered this question were concern for the body,
fear, and relationships. Concern for the body, both at the time of death (burial) and
leading up to death (suffering), appeared in both the first and final interviews and
definitely caused unease. In the first interview, when asked what they thought happened
when they died, the first answer went to what happens to the body at death. Sarah’s
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adamancy against cremation in conversation with James’ preference for cremation was a
moment that carried throughout the project. How to honor and remember a loved one’s
body was of great concern.
Fear was a theme that emerged and pointed to possible answers as well. When
Cathy spoke of hospice as “the h word” in the first interview, the phrase became a go-to
for the group. The language of avoidance suggests a fear of saying the wrong thing or
naming a reality they were not yet ready to face. Those who reported feeling more at ease
after the hospice education cited that they had previously thought of hospice as quitting, a
death sentence, and only a few days remaining. The instances of fear especially came up
as people talked about their relationships with friends and family. Talking about those
relationships with loved ones who had died brought forth stories, and the stories were
their ways of remembering. The laughter surrounding some of those stories could have
been an expression of trust among each other, but the laughter also could have been a
means of avoiding the fear of talking about losing the ones they loved.
Achievement of the Project Goals
The overarching project goal was to provide space in the local church for
conversations on death, dying, and resurrection. What happens when a congregation
provide a comfortable space for topics often deemed uncomfortable? I believe the project
achieved this goal with the provision of information and the opportunity to build
relationships. The intention was to help members reflect on and articulate their fears
associated with death. Some of those fears were expressed and named in concern for the
body, fear of how to talk about death, and the complexity of relationships. The Bible
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study and hospice education provided them with information to better understand the end
of life. Even though not everyone felt differently from the study and education, they
attested to thinking differently with new information. The final component of the
project’s goals related to what the hospice education revealed about the divide between
clinical and spiritual understandings of death. As I will address in more detail in chapter
five, participants voiced the need for the church to provide educational opportunities with
hospice care similar to what took place in the study.
Strengths and Weaknesses of Methodology
One of the obvious weaknesses of the methodology was the fact that two
participants, Lucille and Sarah, participated in the first group interview but not the final
interview. As a result, I was unable to measure how the study and education affected
them. The sample size became smaller in measuring the effects of Bible study and
hospice education. Both participants were very vocal in the first interview, with Sarah
speaking twice as much as others on three questions. At the same time, it is possible that
their absence in the last group interview created space for others to talk instead. For
example, Cathy and Patricia responded to questions twice as much in the last session than
they did in the first session.
A second weakness in the methodology was that the pool of participants was not
an accurate representation of the larger, multi-generational church. The youngest
participant was in her thirties, and the next to youngest was in her fifties. Because of the
way participants were recruited, there was a lack of younger voices in the project that
would have influenced the project’s results. If I were to embark on a similar project
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again, I would like to limit the study to those between the ages of eighteen and fifty to see
how the results compare to this study where 80% of participants were over the age of
sixty.
Perhaps the greatest strength of the methodology was the group interview
structure. While individual interviews might have been easier for me as the researcher,
the group interview created, as one participant said, a “sense of ease” among the group.
The stories and relationships would have looked quite different in the end results, and
likely there would have been less stories because those emerged from their conversations
with one another. I wish I could have heard more from some people who didn’t speak up
as often, but what they did say were good contributions. The sense of community formed
among them is a conclusion worth noting.

CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
The Intersection of Information and Conversation
The project began with the question of how the study of Scripture and education
of hospice care would impact the local church’s willingness to talk about the death and
dying of loved ones in a small group setting. The goal was to provide the space for those
conversations to take place. While some of the participants did attest to feeling some
impact from the Scripture and education, as analyzed in chapter four, the Scripture and
education primarily provided participants with a particular community in which to share
and process information. Conversations developed not only from answering questions but
also from the relationships built over the course of time spent with the information.
Information provided them with content for conversation, which led to the sharing of
stories and development of trust.
Articulating Attitudes Toward Scripture
As I mentioned in chapter three, when I first arrived as the pastor at First United
Methodist Church, I received a sheet of paper with four priorities the church wanted in a
pastor. The first priority was “a passion for preaching the gospel,” which I’ve also heard
expressed as, “a pastor who preaches from the Bible.” Nearly four years into this
pastorate, even though “preaching from the Bible” is still a fairly vague job description, I
sense in Sunday morning worship that the people value the proclamation and
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interpretation of Scripture. My assumption has become that the church’s attitude toward
Scripture overall is that is has an impact on their lives in some capacity.
As a result, and noted in chapter one’s “assumptions,” I entered the Bible study
portion of the project with an assumption that the study of Scripture affects members of
First United Methodist Church. Reflecting on the group discussions of the Bible study
sessions and the final group interviews, I was surprised that those effects appeared to be
more cerebral than emotional. The adjectives they most used to describe the study were
“informative” and “interesting.” While the majority of the group reported an experience
of the study increasing their knowledge of Scripture, only 37.5% reported that the study
impacted their feelings. Looking at the project’s overall results, the majority of the group
approached the study of Scripture in this small group setting as a set of facts to be
understood.
The three participants who did report an emotional impact from the Bible study
had recently been through experiences of grief. Two of them had family members who
had died within the past year, and the third had a very ill family member hospitalized
during the course of the project. Their responses led me to wonder about how people’s
interactions to Scripture vary based on timing and circumstances. Because the Bible
study was grief-based, and these three participants had reported the most recent
experiences of grief in the group, their attitude toward the Scripture was very different
from the others. Two of them reported a sense of comfort from the study, but one
reported feeling bothered and less at ease with Jesus’ display of emotion. Grief causes
people to hear the Scriptures differently, and the effect is not always positive.
77
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The group was a diverse enough gathering to flesh out some perspectives on
Scripture in relation to the end of life. One of the most important conclusions I gathered
was that personal circumstances impact people’s attitudes toward the Scriptures. Those
who had not reported recent losses had a more factual approach to the Scriptures. Those
who did report recent losses described emotional impacts from the Scripture. The study
of Scripture affects the whole person, intellectually and emotionally, and those effects
vary among individuals in a community.
What Talk of the Body Says About the “Body” of Christ
James said in the first group interview that it was the pastor’s responsibility to talk
about death and dying from the pulpit. While I understand that responsibility as the
spiritual leader, the results of this project suggest that a small group of people can learn
about death and dying from each other as they converse and build relationships. As noted
in the results, conversation especially peaked when concern for the body arose in the
interviews. Opinions were strong about the treatment of the physical body at and after
death. Equally strong were opinions about how to care for loved one’s bodies so as to
ease suffering as death nears. In this space of concern is where hospice education spoke
loudly.
In the project’s fourth session, a hospice nurse shared a handout with information
about what to expect physically when a person dies. She distributed the medical
information and told stories of her personal experiences with end of life care. Participants
would interject questions and ask for clarifications as she walked through the handout.
Talking about the physical body with straightforward information engaged the group in
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conversation. The social worker’s explanations of how hospice cares for loved ones
invited the same ease of conversation.
The nurse’s and social worker’s presence at the local church reminded me of Dr.
James K. Struve’s article, “The Future of the Church as Primary Health Place.” Struve
recalls the historical connectedness of the local church and hospital. As noted in chapter
two, Struve asked how reclaiming that close relationship of church and hospital would
benefit the people not only in the church but also in the community. Receiving medical
information about the demise of the human body in the presence of the “body of Christ”
suggests that bringing medical information into the context of the church could help
alleviate some of the fears around a loved one’s physical demise and suffering.
Participants were able to ask questions about the human body with the nurse that they did
not ask when talking about Lazarus’ body in the Bible study.
The presence of medical personnel created a different atmosphere for questions
related to their field of expertise. The level of comfort around the table during the hospice
education sessions is difficult to quantify in the results of this study. Fifty percent of the
group reported that the hospice education did not affect their feelings about the end of
life. However, two of these individuals who reported no effect on their personal feelings
voiced in the final interview that the larger church needed to hear the information hospice
provided. The four individuals who reported that the hospice education made them more
at ease agreed that the church would benefit from hospice education. The group revealed
in their responses a concern for their church, the larger body, to receive the same
information they had gained. The interactions that I witnessed suggest a conclusion that
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the body of Christ is a space to talk honestly about the human condition—including the
human body.
Trust Built in Community
For me, the most surprising result of the project was the laughter that increased
with each session. In the first group interview, concern for the body after death
dominated the conversation. Tess described the atmosphere as “somber and serious.” In
the final group interview, the group became far more interested in sharing stories than
answering questions. Richard shared a story he read in a magazine about lightning
striking a funeral home and the corpse sitting up straight from the impact. James said at
the end of the session, “Can I tell one more story when we’re done with these questions?”
Margaret told a story about an acquaintance who had requested that his funeral take place
at his favorite bar, with his body propped on his usual barstool. A favorite story
developed between Richard and James during the course of the project. Richard was a
devout fan of the Ole Miss Rebels. James rooted for the Mississippi State Bulldogs, who
ring cowbells at sporting events. James declared that he would ring a cowbell at
Richard’s funeral when he died. Richard asked me to start a document for his funeral
with explicit instructions of “no cowbell.”
These stories and accompanying laughter have led me to two possible
conclusions. One is that the humor reflects a joy among people who have learned to trust
each other in community. For the last question of the final interview, I asked them to
consider what they had learned about themselves, but the group could easily have
answered what they learned about one another, too. Death and dying may be
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uncomfortable topics, but laughter revealed comfort with each other. However, a second
conclusion is that the humorous stories may have been a way for them to avoid talking
about death and dying. Telling stories about funerals past and teasing each other about
funerals future could have been an escape from facing the reality of death and dying.
While measuring their motivations is a challenge, what I do conclude is that they were
engaging with each other differently in the last session than the first session. They
seemed more interested in hearing each other’s stories than answering the questions of
the last session. The shift suggests a building of a community within the community of
faith. While the first interview was more of a direct answering of questions, the final
interview was more about interacting with each other around the questions.
Further Development
Educational Opportunities
One of the easiest conclusions to draw from the research project is the need for
educational opportunities on death, dying, and end-of-life care at First United Methodist
Church. When I first asked for volunteers for the project, I was surprised that more than
the maximum number of ten people expressed interest. The response suggest that there
are needs and desires for help navigating the tumultuous terrain around death and dying.
The themes of information, acceptance, concern for the body, and suffering revealed that
people often have questions that are easier to ask in a small group setting with specialists.
Throughout the project and afterwards, people came to me with suggestions of what the
church would benefit from offering in the future. The following ideas are the result of
those conversations with the participants.
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Hospice. At the end of the sessions about hospice education, some of the
participants suggested that we bring the nurse and social worker back and invite the
whole church to come hear them. Their response said to me, “Hospice has information
that our church needs.” I am curious to see how the dispensation of information about
hospice would look in a larger group, and I wonder how interactive a large session would
be compared to the small group of the project. Offering a church-wide hospice education
program would send a message that the church has opened its doors to a piece of the
medical community. Going back to chapter three and the image of the church’s front
doors used mostly for funerals, the group’s request for hospice education suggests that
the church doors need to open before people’s deaths and not only in the aftermath of
their deaths.
Five Wishes. One of the project’s delimitations was that I would not address
living wills or advance directives unless the subject came up. In the final group interview,
the topic of life support did come up. A conversation followed that led me to conclude
that the church would benefit from an educational session on living will and advance
directives as a next step of this research project. Five Wishes is an accessible document
created and distributed by the non-profit group, Aging with Dignity, that addresses
concerns about end-of-life care.84 The document allows for people to make informed
decisions about how they want to live out their last days and to share those wishes with
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their loved ones. The hospice organization with which we worked, like many hospice
groups, provides similar information to Five Wishes for families. Given the group’s
concern expressed around this topic, it would also be well worth the church’s time to
invest in an educational session separate from a hospice session to talk about Five
Wishes. A local attorney would also be a good resource for the session.
Final Journeys. In her book, Final Journeys: A Practical Guide for Bringing Care
and Comfort at the End of Life, nurse Maggie Callanan weaves stories from her work
with the dying to her insights as a medical caregiver in order to “make the journey of
dying less frightening for all of us.”85 While Five Wishes focuses on helping people make
decisions for the ends of their own lives, Callanan’s readers are those who walk alongside
the dying. Her book is largely an expansion of the handout that hospice provided in the
project with the same information but formatted with stories from her personal
experiences. Callanan’s book would be a practical next step for the church as a smallgroup study after the hospice informational sessions.
A few months after the research project ended, a church member who had not
participated in the research project told me that Callanan’s book had helped her in the
loss of a loved one. Her comment reminded me of the importance of church members
leading and teaching one another. While I as the pastor bear responsibility to teach on
death and dying, I do not bear sole responsibility. Laity such as this member might be an
excellent leader of a small group around the book because of the impact it had on her.
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Difficult topics of conversation like death and dying may have a fresh perspective and
open a new space when taught by a layperson instead of by the clergy.
Preaching and Pastoral Care
While there are benefits to having laity and professionals from outside of the
church body lead these educational opportunities, I also acknowledge that some of the
further development from the project is my responsibility as pastor. I became aware in
the first group interview that the participants had experienced little theological teaching
that they could remember about what happens after death. Answers to the question about
what the church had taught them were very simplistic. There is a good chance that they
had learned more than they voiced, but perhaps they struggled with how to articulate their
personal theology around death and dying. I have a responsibility to help them with that
articulation.
Future Bible studies similar to the one offered in the research project are a
possibility, but given the importance the congregation places on the preached Word, my
next step is likely to be a sermon series on death and dying during the Lenten season.
Another appropriate time to preach on the topics would be leading up to All Saints’
Sunday, a beloved day of remembrance at First United Methodist Church, to explore the
concept of the communion of saints while acknowledging the grief of those who recently
buried the saints of their lives. A third option in a different vein of articulating theology
around death and dying is to follow the model William Benton uses in Where The Water
Hits The Wheel: Fifteen Sermons on the Great Beliefs of the Christian Faith. Benton
developed these sermons after a diagnosis of kidney cancer, when he decided it was time
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to preach on what mattered most.86 I found it significant that only one of the sermons was
about eschatology; the rest were about central tenets of the faith. Benton’s insights
remind me that to preach on death and dying means preaching on much more than on the
mystery of what happens after death.
In terms of pastoral care, the project reminded me of how beautifully the laity
comfort each other when they are comfortable with each other. In the final group
interview, when Margaret became emotional, Cathy spoke gently to her individually.
They did not know one another before these gatherings. When Vicky shared about the
loss of her daughter in the first interview, Lucille named that the loss was terrible. She
did not offer any platitudes or explanations. She simply stopped with the word, “terrible.”
The silence that followed felt like a ministry of presence and acknowledgment of lament.
I was in the room for these moments of pastoral care, but I as the pastor was not always
administering the care. That moment of silence in the wake of someone sharing a difficult
story emphasized the importance of actively listening to people with more concern for
what they say than how I will respond. The project has reminded me of the importance of
giving the laity permission to provide care to one another. Sometimes that permission
comes from sitting back and letting them speak, but the permission can also be
encouraging them to seek further training in congregational care. Stephens Ministries has
been a suggestion in years past to train laity in congregational care, and the project
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revealed that there are people with those gifts and graces who simply need the space,
permission, and training to do so.
Future Writing Projects
Groups like Stephens Ministries have excellent resources and training materials
for congregations that wish to be more active in end-of-life care, but I have discovered
that there is a need for more in-depth material to encourage conversations on difficult
topics before congregations embark on such congregational care. I would like to revise
this project’s Bible study, hospice education guidelines, and discussion questions for
publication as a resource to churches of a similar size to First United Methodist Church. I
think it would also be beneficial to develop and publish the Bible study separately as a
resource for faith-based grief support groups. I am aware of some grief support groups
meeting in West Point, and only one is led by a licensed counselor. The rest are groups
that individuals started because they needed space to share grief. I think the offering of
something they could study together would help provide direction to those who are
navigating the difficulties of loss.
The role that laughter and humor played as the participants gained trust with one
another has led me to revisit a writing project I entertained years ago. On my personal
blog, I have recorded some funny stories from my personal experiences in pastoral care at
the end of life and at funerals. For example, a pallbearer once asked me out on a date
while we were processing to the graveside. I used that story as a springboard to reflect on
the different ways we grieve and what we deem as socially appropriate forms of grief.
Since storytelling is a powerful pedagogical tool and a way to build trust in community,
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I think a collection of such stories that included questions for reflection could help
instigate a small group’s conversations on the end of life.
Impact of the Study
Personal Ministry
In August of 2019, a cover story of The Christian Century read, “Preparing to
Die: The Conversation No One Wants to Have.” The article is an excerpt from Episcopal
deacon Lori Erickson’s forthcoming book, Near the Exit: Travels with the Not-So-Grim
Reaper. Erickson shares the story of trying to talk to her mother about advance care
planning. The conversation did not go well: “Bringing up her death was one of the worst
arguments we’d had in years. She raised her voice, asking why I was so interested in
having her die… The temperature in the room dropped to arctic levels. Eventually we
retreated to opposite ends of the house.”87 After some time had passed, Erickson’s sister
called to tell her that their mom had signed the advance care papers. Erickson asked what
convinced her to do so. Her sister said that their mom’s banker had told her she needed to
take care of her wishes, and she did.
Conversations about death and dying are difficult with closest relatives, but this
story is an illustration of how an outside person can play an important role in those
conversations. I think the pastor can be the outside person like the banker, the nonanxious presence who walks into highly emotional situations and offers a calm space.
Before the study, I felt a calling to the minister’s role as a non-anxious presence. After
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the study I feel a need to help the local church serve as that non-anxious space where
people trust one another as well as Erickson’s mother trusted her banker.
The study also had an impact on me theologically because the group’s lack of
theological articulation about life after death surprised me. I especially struggled with the
repeated statement that, “if we do good, we go to heaven,” for two reasons. The first
reason is that this simplistic perspective has undertones of a works-righteousness
theology of which I was not aware in the church. This statement says to me that good
earthly work leads to God’s eternal home, and grace is largely absent from that
perspective. Secondly, absent from the statement is a desire to learn more about the great
mystery of death. The statement says that getting to heaven is all that matters. As a result,
I personally want to dig more deeply into these topics from the pulpit and in conversation
of future Bible studies. One of the areas of the church where I want to focus this
theological education is with youth and children. In the three years that I’ve co-led
confirmation classes of sixth graders, the questions they ask more than any others are
about life after death. Like the adults in the study, they have some basic understandings
of heaven and hell, but they press for more information. Given their curiosity, I would
like to focus some of my energy and time on digging into those questions with them.
Local Church
The last question of the final interview was, “What have you learned about
yourself?” The last answer to that question was, “I learned just now that you don’t have
to say anything. You can simply be there and give [someone else] a hug.” The local
church can also serve in the role of the “banker” from Erickson’s story in a variety of
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ways. The church can organize and facilitate educational opportunities like those
previously mentioned. The church members have the opportunity to be a non-anxious
presence for one another through developing relationships in small groups to help each
other in hard conversations.
The church is traditionally a place where people come for spiritual matters of
fellowship, study of Scripture, prayer, missions, and outreach. What I heard that matters
for this local church is a desire for practical information on important topics, not only
spiritual teaching. Medical information need not only come from the doctor’s waiting
room but also from a community of faith.
As explained in chapter one, the problem that led to the development of this
research project was the divide that has developed between the dying parishioner and the
active, healthy parishioner in the local church. In a bustling, active congregation like First
United Methodist Church, it is easy for people to focus on the growth of the congregation
numerically and to overlook the possibility a different kind of growth by being present
with those who are dying. The sample group’s responses to the project reveal that
knowledge and information about the end of life can provide confidence. For the church
to prioritize education in end of life care would send a message to the dying parishioner
that efforts are in action to care for them.
Wider Community and Larger Church
This research project occurred in a small group, in a small town, and in a church
with a large presence in the community. First United Methodist Church is not unlike
other mainline Protestant churches in the American south. There are old buildings to
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maintain, memberships to increase, and front doors that need to open more often with
new opportunities. These churches often carry an authority in the community and provide
services valued by many residents. No matter a congregation’s identity, theology, history,
or location, there are members who are dying. There are members whose loved ones are
dying. The larger Church is full of people who are approaching the tombs of grief, loss,
and end-of-life care. The Church is also full of people who struggle with what to say to
one another as death nears. Members of a congregation who want to comfort each other
as death nears find themselves uncomfortable.
This study suggests that, when given permission and structure in a small group
setting, people in churches are willing to move into that uncomfortable space where they
meet new people, encounter new ideas, and forge new relationships. Though this project
is a small sample of one church, it is also a witness to resurrection. In the midst of talking
about death, there was life in the presence of one another. In speaking about death, the
laughter and joy of life emerged. I believe that the wider church could benefit from
similar, structured conversations not only to care for the spiritual needs of the dying but
also to build deeper relationships with one another.
As he approached the tomb of a friend, Jesus entered into difficult but necessary
conversations with two of his friends. He paused to talk with one. He paused to cry with
another. The closer he got to the tomb, the more emotional he became. Other, nameless
witnesses testified to his vulnerable love for his deceased friend. When he gave the
command to roll back the stone, protest followed. How dare he open the door of death
and expose the unpleasantness?
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How dare churches unlock and open the front doors when there is not yet a
funeral? To do so unleashes fears and uncertainties from within. To do so runs the risk of
vulnerability in a community we don’t fully know. Yet in doing so, a church might
discover that all the locks on all the doors in the world couldn’t bar the one who is
already at the tomb. He calls each by name to come forth. He also calls us to unbind each
other. In the midst of death, the Church is in life.
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Session 1: First Group Interview88
1. What are your personal experiences of terminal illness?
2. What are your experiences of a close friend or family member with a terminal
illness?
3. What are your experiences with hospice care?
4. What are your experiences of close friends or family members who have died?
5. How do you feel talking about death and dying?
6. What do you think happens when you die?
7. What is your faith background (e.g. denominational affiliation)?
8. What has the church of your upbringing taught you about death and dying?
9. What has this church taught you about death and dying?
10. How was the church community present (or absent) when your friends or family
members were dying?
Session 7: Final Group Interview
1. How did the Scriptural reflection make you feel? More at ease, less at ease, or
have no effect on how you feel about the end of life? Why?
2. How did the hospice education make you feel? More at ease, less at ease, or have
no effect on how you feel about the end of life? Why?
3. How do you feel talking about death and dying now, compared to our initial
group interview?
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4. What do you think happens when you die, compared to our initial group
interview?
5. How did you feel talking about death and dying in a church community?
6. How did you experience grief arise in the course of the sessions?
7. What concerns do you have about death, dying, and end of life care?
8. What have you learned about yourself?
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Session 1: August 21, 2018

INTRODUCTIONS, INVITATIONS, AND AN
INTERVIEW
1. What are your personal experiences of terminal illness?

2. What are your experiences of a close friend or family
member with a terminal illness?

3. What are your experiences with hospice care?

4. What are your experiences of close friends or family
members who have died?

5. How do you feel talking about death and dying?
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6. What do you think happens when you die?

7. What is your faith background (e.g. denominational
affiliation)?

8. What has the church of your upbringing taught you
about death and dying?

9. What has this church taught you about death and dying?

10. How was the church community present (or absent)
when your friends or family members were dying?
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Session 2: August 28, 2018

PAUSING TO TALK: JOHN 11:17-27
Content
• Explanation of passage’s context (time, location, etc.)

• Definitions of “resurrection” and “belief” as Jesus and
Martha understand them.

• Group Discussion on how TALKING expresses &
affects our experiences of grief and loss.
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Questions for Discussion:
• In your experiences of grief, how does talking with
someone help? How does it not help?

• What are your experiences with verses 25-26, a passage
often read at funerals?

• What do you learn from Martha and/or Jesus in this
passage?
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Session 3: September 4, 2018

PAUSING TO WEEP: JOHN 11:28-37
Content
•

Description of Jewish mourning practices

• Definitions of the weeping, groaning, and disturbance Jesus
experiences.

Questions for Discussion
• In your experiences of grief, how does weeping help? How
does it not help?
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• What are your experiences with verse 35, as Jesus begins to
weep?

• What do you learn from the people in this passage (Jesus,
Mary, and the mourners)?
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Session 4: September 11, 2018

PAUSING TO PRAY: JOHN 11:38-44
Content
• Descriptions of Jewish burial practices
• Definitions of Jesus’ words used to call Lazarus forth

Questions for Discussion
• In your experiences of grief, how does praying help? How
does it not help?
• How does the resurrection of Lazarus offer you hope? How
does it not?
• What do you learn from the people in this passage?
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Session 5: September 18, 2018

HOSPICE EDUCATION: THE PHYSICAL
BODY
Content
• Pain management at the end of life

• Physical signs of pending death

• Medical services provided by hospice care workers
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Questions for Discussion
• What did you learn from today’s session?

• What was most helpful?

• What surprised you?

• What bothered you?

• How do you feel talking about death and dying after gaining
this information?
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Session 6: September 25, 2018

HOSPICE EDUCATION: THE SUPPORT
SYSTEM
Content
• The responsibilities of the hospice team (chaplain, nurse, and
social worker) assigned to each patient/family
• Services provided by hospice preceding and following the
patient’s death
• How the hospice team meets spiritual and emotional needs
of families as well as patients
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Questions for Discussion
• How would you describe grief you have experienced during
this session?
• Describe a “good death.”
• What stands in the way of having a good death?
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Session 7: October 2, 2018

REFLECTIONS, RESPONSES, AND
ANOTHER INTERVIEW
1. How did the Scriptural reflection make you feel? More
at ease, less at ease, or have no effect on how you feel
about the end of life? Why?
2. How did the hospice education make you feel? More at
ease, less at ease, or have no effect on how you feel about
the end of life? Why?
3. How do you feel talking about death and dying now,
compared to our initial group interview?
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4. What do you think happens when you die, compared to
our initial group interview?

5. How did you feel talking about death and dying in a
church community?

6. How did you experience grief arise in the course of the
sessions?

7. What concerns do you have about death, dying, and end
of life care?

8. What have you learned about yourself?

APPENDIX E
Oral Invitation Offered in Worship Service
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In your bulletin for the next three weeks is an invitation to participate in my
research for the Doctor of Ministry degree. As many of you know, my passion in ministry
is end-of-life care and how the local church can help care for each other as death nears.
The purpose of this study is to explore why we hesitate to talk about dying and death in
the church. In order to participate, you need to be at least 18 years of age, and you must
commit to seven weekly sessions. All seven sessions will occur on Tuesdays at 6 p.m. in
the library. The first session will be a group interview. We will then offer three weeks of
Bible study on John 11:17-44, the death and resurrection of Lazarus, followed by two
weeks of hospice education from North Mississippi Medical Center. The final session
will be another group interview. Please take a moment to read details on your bulletin
insert, and contact me if you would like to participate.

APPENDIX F
Published Invitation for Newsletter and Sunday Bulletin
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Dearly Beloved Friends,
As many of you know, I have been working on my Doctor of Ministry degree, and the
time has come where I need your help in the research. I need 3-5 volunteers to commit
weekly for a total of seven weeks to a study about why we are hesitant to talk about death
and dying in the local church. All seven sessions will occur on Tuesdays at 6 p.m. in the
library. The first session will be a group interview. We will then offer three weeks of
Bible study on John 11:17-44, the death and resurrection of Lazarus, followed by two
weeks of hospice education from North Mississippi Medical Center. The final session
will be another group interview. You must be at least 18 years old to participate. Please
email or call Pastor Darian if you are willing to participate.

APPENDIX G
CODED DATA TABLES
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Participant Demographics
Name
Cathy
James
Lucille

Gender
Female
Male
Female

Age
50s
80s
60s

Margaret
Nathan
Patricia
Richard
Sarah
Tess
Vicky

Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Female

80s
60s
70s
70s
70s
30s
60s

Faith Background
Baptist
Methodist
Methodist and
Presbyterian
Protestant
Baptist
Methodist
Methodist
Baptist and Catholic
Disciples of Christ
Baptist

The First Interview: Who Answered Which Questions
Cathy
James
Lucille
Margaret
Nathan
Patricia
Richard
Sarah
Tess
Vicky

1
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

2
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

3
x
x
x
x
x

4

5
x

x
x

x
x

6
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x
x

x

7
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

8

9

10

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

Total
4
9
8
7
9
5
7
9
6
3
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The Final Interview: Who Answered Which Questions
Cathy
James
Lucille
Margaret
Nathan
Patricia
Richard
Sarah
Tess
Vicky

1
x
x

2
x
x

3
x

4
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

5

6

x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

7
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Themes: Number of References
References
Acceptance

8

Concern for the Body

28

Burial

16

Suffering

12

Fear

12

Information

21

Presence

20

Relationships

21

Family

15

Friends

6

Story

27

8
x

x
x

Total
5
7
0
6
5
4
6
0
7
2
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Themes: Distribution Among Participants

Cathy

James

Lucille

Margaret

Nathan

Acceptance

9.09%

36.36%

0%

9.09%

0%

Concern for the
Body

15.38%

15.38%

30.77%

7.69%

15.38%

Fear

10%

0%

10%

30%

10%

Information

0%

23.08%

0%

7.69%

0%

Presence

18.75%

12.5%

12.5%

18.75%

12.5%

Relationships

9.52%

23.81%

14.29%

9.52%

9.52%

0%

15.79%

10.53%

15.79%

10.53%

Story

Patricia

Richard

Sarah

Tess

Vicky

9.09%

18.18%

0%

9.09%

9.09%

Concern for the Body

0%

7.69%

0%

0%

7.69%

Fear

0%

0%

10%

30%

0%

Information

0%

7.69%

15.38%

Presence

6.25%

6.25%

12.5%

0%

0%

Relationships

4.76%

4.76%

9.52%

9.52%

4.76%

Story

10.53%

10.53%

15.79%

5.26%

5.26%

Acceptance

30.77% 15.38%

